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Abstract
We consider non cooperative binding in so called ‘temperature 1’, in deterministic (here
called confluent) tile self-assembly systems (1-TAS) and prove the standing conjecture that
such systems do not have universal computational power. We call a TAS whose maximal
assemblies contain at least one ultimately periodic assembly path para-periodic. We ob-
serve that a confluent 1-TAS has at most one maximal producible assembly, 훼푚푎푥, that can
be considered a union of path assemblies, and we show that such a system is always para-
periodic. This result is obtained through a superposition and a combination of two paths
that produce a new path with desired properties, a technique that we call co-grow of two
paths. Moreover we provide a characterization of an 훼푚푎푥 of a confluent 1-TAS as one of
two possible cases, so called, a grid or a disjoint union of combs. To a given 훼푚푎푥 we can
associate a finite labeled graph, called quipu, such that the union of all labels of paths in the
quipu equals 훼푚푎푥, therefore giving a finite description for 훼푚푎푥. This finite description im-
plies that 훼푚푎푥 is a union of semi-affine subsets ofℤ2 and since such a finite description can
be algorithmicly generated from any 1-TAS, 1-TAS cannot have universal computational
power.
Keywords
Tile assembly system; Directed (confluent) system; Non-cooperation; Ultimately peri-
odic; Para-periodic; Quipu; Universal computation.
1 Introduction
The abstract Tile self-assembly model (aTAM) was introduced by Winfree in 1998 Winfree
(1998) as a theoreticalmodel that describesDXDNA self-assembly processes. TheDXmolecule
can be designed with four sticky ends such that their assembly forms a surface areaWinfree et al.
(1998) as if tiled with square tiles. Hence motivated by Wang tiles, the abstract tile assembly
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model is based on square tiles with colored edges (‘glues’, simulating the DNA sticky ends).
Starting from a seed assembly (or a seed tile) the assembly grows through matching glues tile
attachments. Unlike Wang tiles, the glues have strength and when the matching glues are strong
enough, the tiles can attach to the growing structure although there may be mismatched glues
on other sides of the tile. It was observed that two or three weaker matching glues can achieve
bonding of the tile similar to the bonding with a higher strength single glue. The notion of
glue strength is captured in the model through a parameter called ‘temperature’. If all tiles have
uniform strength sticky ends allowing attachment, then it is said that the model describes ‘tem-
perature 1’ bonding. When there are two or more strengths on the sticky ends, the temperature
can be higher than one, say 2, and in this case at least two weaker glues of a tile have to match
with the exposed glues of the tiles in the growing assembly to achieve tile attachment. This
is called ‘cooperative’ bonding. Such a bond cooperation is not needed (although can appear)
when tiles have uniform strength on their sticky ends, or when the model runs at ‘temperature
1’.
There are several experimental assemblies of DNA-based tile arrays that show that aTAM
can carry out computation. These include a binary counter using four DX-based tiles Evans
(2015), binary addition by TX molecules LaBean et al. (2000), Sierpinski triangle as a pattern
on a substrate Rothemund et al. (2004); Fujibayashi et al. (2008), and transducer simulations by
TX molecules Chakraborty et al. (2012).
In his thesisWinfree (1998),Winfree showed that the abstract tile assemblymodel at temper-
ature 2 can assemble (simulate) a trace of computation of any Turing machine, thereby proving
that the model has universal computational power. At the same time it was conjectured that
temperature 1 systems have strictly lower computational power. In Rothemund and Winfree
(2000), it was also observed that temperature 2 aTAM can assemble certain structures, such
as squares, with much smaller number of tiles compared to temperature 1 systems, indicating
difference in the two models.
The theoretical proofs for universal computational power of aTAM in temperature 2, as
well as many other observations for structure assemblies rely on so called local determinism
in the assembly, in other words, for every two producible assemblies there is a larger assembly
that contains both as sub-assemblies. This property is sometimes called ‘directed assembly’
or ‘determinism of the system’ Patitz (2014). In order to avoid the ambiguity and guided by
similar notions in other systems, here this property is called confluence.
The standing question about the computational power of systemswith non-cooperative bind-
ing (temperature 1 systems) has initiated several studies of these systems. It has been observed
that even small modifications of the model can provide universal computational power. For
example, by considering three-dimensional tile assemblies that can add another layer of tiles
(essentially having one array above the other) it was shown that confluent non-cooperative as-
sembly system has universal computational power Cook et al. (2011). It was also observed that
by allowing one tile with a repelling glue (glue with strength−1), the confluent non-cooperative
system becomes computationally universal Patitz et al. (2011). On the other side, if one allows
certain tiles to be be added to the system in stages, then again, the system gains universal com-
puting power Behsaz et al. (2012). It was also observed that if 1-TAS tiles are equipped with
signals that activate glues stepwise, the system can simulate any temperature 2 TAS Karpenko
(2015), that is, including the one that provides intrinsic universality of temperature 2 TAS Doty
et al. (2012). In this simulation, 2× 2 tiles in the signal-equipped system correspond to a single
tile in the temperature 2 system.
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Infinite ribbon construction (or snake tilings) in non-cooperative binding systems were also
given attention Adleman et al. (2002b, 2009); Brijder and Hoogeboom (2009); Kari (2002). It
was observed that non-determinism, or non-confluence, also adds power to the system. First it
was shown that it is undecidable whether one can obtain an infinite ribbon (snake tiling) with
a given non-deterministic set Adleman et al. (2009). This was achieved with simulating spe-
cial type of Wang tiles and a space filling curve. In this case, the notion of a ‘directed’ system
implies that the design of the tiles is accompanied with arrows that guide the direction of the as-
sembly rather than the system being deterministic (or confluent). On the other side, one can use
the snake tiles, and the space filling curve, to obtain a non-confluent system that can generate
recognizable picture languages Brijder and Hoogeboom (2009). And because recognizable pic-
ture languages contain the rectangular shapes that can be obtained from Wang tiles, which are
known to have universal computational powerWang (1975), we have that non-determinism, i.e.,
non-confluence of the system and a defined condition on acceptable assembly provide universal
computing power.
The limitation of a confluent non-cooperative binding was first observed through so-called
‘pumpable’ paths Doty et al. (2011). An infinite path is pumpable if there is a segment of the path
that can bemade into ultimately periodic. By assuming that a system can have every infinite path
‘pumpable’, it was observed that only a limited number of structures can be constructed with
this system. Recently, it was proved that confluent non-cooperative binding cannot simulate a
trace of bounded Turing machine computation whose halting appears on the boundary of the
computation Meunier and woods (2017). The paper also shows that such a system cannot be
intrinsically universal, that is, there is no temperature-1 confluent aTAM that can simulate any
other such a system.
With the current paper we prove the conjecture that temperature 1 confluent systems have
computational power strictly lower than the universal Turing machine. We attain this result by
showing that the terminal maximal assembly of a non-cooperative confluent system can only
be one of two possibilities: a grid, or a comb-like (a finite union of finite paths, ultimately
periodic paths and periodically-repeated ultimately periodic paths). Both of these cases have
the property that they can be completely determined within a finite region of ℤ2 containing the
origin. Therefore the structure of the maximal assembly can be generated in a finite time, and
for each tile type, the set of vertices in ℤ2 that contain that tile forms a semi-affine set (it is
a union of sets of the form ⃖⃗푎 + ⃖⃗푏ℕ + ⃖⃗푐ℕ). Hence, if the system were able to simulate Turing
computation, something would not be decidable.
The result is achieved by first proving that every infinite maximal assembly must contain an
ultimately periodic path and we call this property para-periodicity. We observe that a system
is para-periodic if and only if there is an infinite path in the maximal assembly that does not
intersect an infinite periodic path in the grid of ℤ2. We consider finite portions of paths, which
we call off-the-wall paths, that are bounded by a line in ℤ2. These paths provide either an
ultimately periodic path or an infinite path that does not intersect an infinite periodic path in the
grid of ℤ2. Two main notions are used in these proofs: (a) left and right regions in the plane
separated by a bi-infinite path and (b) superposition of two paths, that we call co-grow to obtain
a new path that takes the ‘right-most’ way of the two. The co-grow of two paths is possible if
they are in a well defined region, and because the system is confluent, the intersection of two
paths is always at a vertex that can be associated with only one tile type.
Ultimately periodic paths in the assembly allow assembly of two structures: grids and
combs. In a grid, two non co-linear periodic paths are repeated in the assembly and partitionℤ2
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into finite identical ‘parallelogram’ faces. In a comb, an ultimately periodic path, called a back-
bone, is a starting point for a periodic sequence of ultimately periodic paths. Both structures
can be decorated with finite paths that, if part of the ultimately periodic parts, are also repeated
infinitely often.
We introduce a special automaton called quipu that can generate unions of finite paths,
ultimately periodic paths and combs. The quipu can be constructed for any given maximal
terminal assembly of a confluent non-cooperative system. Being the system para-periodic, if
the maximal terminal assembly has an infinite path finitely intersecting the paths generated by
the quipu, then there is also an ultimately periodic one that is not generated by the quipu. At
every step of the quipu construction an ultimately periodic path with a minimal length of its
period and transient part is added to the quipu in a form of a cycle. If this addition shows
that the assembly is a grid, then the construction stops. Otherwise, we show that the quipu
construction stops in finite time.
The induction process that generates the quipu can be turned into an algorithm because the
condition for period length minimality corresponds to a breadth first search and the termination
of the process is detected by incorporating all decorations as they are found.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the model and the basic mathematical
tools and notations are introduced. Here we introduce two main concepts, the left and the right
region of the plane separated by a bi-infinite path, and the co-grow of two paths. In Section 3, it
is proven that any confluent non-cooperative assembly system is para-periodic. The two main
structures that a maximal terminal assembly can attain, grids and combs, are defined in Sec-
tion 4. This section also contains several lemmas that help in construction of the quipu. Quipus
are defined in Sect. 5 with some basic operations. Section 6 provides various extension steps to
incorporate into a quipu finite and ultimately period paths in 훼푚푎푥. In Section 7, we prove thatthere is a quipu that covers 훼푚푎푥 and that this quipu can be generated in finite time. We end withsome concluding remarks in Section 8.
2 Definitions
The set of integers from 푎 to 푏 is denoted J푎, 푏K (푎 and 푏 can be infinite). The two dimensional
integer lattice ℤ2 is considered as a two dimensional grid, a periodic graph whose vertices are
the elements of ℤ2 and two vertices 푥 and 푦 are connected with an edge if ||푥− 푦|| = 1. A path
in ℤ2 is a simple path without repetition of the vertices and it can be finite or (bi-)infinite. A
cycle is a simple path whose first and last vertex are the same. The set of vertices visited by a
path 휋 is the domain of 휋 and is denoted 햽허헆(휋). We denote with 휋푖 the 푖th vertex visited by 휋and for 푎 ≤ 푏 we denote with 휋J푎,푏K the segment 휋푎휋푎+1⋯휋푏 of a path 휋. We allow for one, or
both 푎, 푏, to be infinite. The origin of ℤ2 is o (= (0, 0)). The intersection of two paths is the set
of vertices visited by both paths.
The set of unit vectors 퐷 = {e=(1, 0),n=(0, 1), s=(0,−1),w=(−1, 0)} is called the set of
directions. The vectors e, n, s, and w correspond to the west, east, south and north directions,
respectively.
A graph 퐻 that is a sub-graph of a graph 퐺 is denoted by 퐻 ⊑ 퐺. We consider paths as
graphs and the same notation is used for paths and subpaths. Let 퐺,퐻 and퐻 ′ be graphs such
that퐻 ⊑ 퐺 and퐻 ′ ⊑ 퐺,퐻 ⊔퐻 ′ denotes the graph union of퐻 and퐻 ′ in 퐺.
The set of finite (resp. forward infinite, backward infinite, bi-infinite) sequences of elements,
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words, over alphabet 퐷 = {w, e, s,n} is denoted 퐷∗ (resp. 퐷휔, 휔퐷, 휔퐷휔). The union of 퐷∗,
퐷휔, 휔퐷 and 휔퐷휔 is denoted 퐷ℤ. The empty sequence is 휀. The reverse of a word is defined
by (푑1 ⋅ 푑2⋯ 푑푘)푅 = 푑푘⋯ 푑2 ⋅ 푑1; in particular, the reverse of a forward infinite sequence isbackward infinite.
Free Paths and Paths inℤ2. We say that two paths 휋 and 휋′ are equivalent if 휋′ is a translation
of 휋. The equivalence class of 휋, denoted [휋], is called a free path associated with 휋. The
equivalence class is uniquely determined with a sequence of unit vectors 휅, a word over퐷, (i.e.,
an element of 퐷ℤ) such that 휅푖 = 푑 if and only if 휋푖 + 푑 = 휋푖+1. We intermittently use thenotion ‘free path’ and a word notation 휅 to represent both [휋] and a word in 퐷ℤ. The null free
path is 휀. If 푚1 is not forward infinite and 푚2 is not backward infinite, then 푚1푚2 designate theirconcatenation and represents a free path only if it corresponds to a path (and not a walk). If 푚
is a finite free path, then 푚휔 = 푚푚푚⋯ is its infinite (forward) repetition, 휔푚 = ⋯푚푚푚 is its
infinite backward repetition and 휔푚휔 =⋯푚푚푚⋯ is its bi-infinite repetition. If 푚 = 푑1푑2⋯ 푑푘is finite, its length is 푘 and is denoted |푚|. The set of cyclic rotations of a finite free path is
헋허헍(푑1푑2⋯ 푑푘) = {푑푖푑푖+2⋯ 푑푘푑1푑2⋯ 푑푖−1|1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푘}. The language operators ⋅, ∨, ∗ and 휔are used in regular expressions to denote sets of words in 퐷ℤ. These sets are sets of free paths
whenever all words within the sets represent free paths.
If the free path푚 = 푚1⋯푚푘 ∈ 퐷∗ is finite, the associated displacement vector, ⃖⃖⃗푚 (ofℤ2) isdefined as the sum of its elements ⃖⃖⃗푚 = 푚1 +⋯+푚푘. Two finite free paths are collinear if theirassociated displacement vectors are collinear. There are infinitely many free paths associated
to a given displacement vector of ℤ2.
A sequence of vertices (elements of ℤ2) that represents a path 휋 can also be expressed as an
attachment/grounding vertex퐴 ∈ ℤ2 with a non forward infinite free path 푏 and a non backward
infinite free path 푓 as 푏.퐴.푓 . That is, 푏.퐴.푓 is an instance of a free path 푏푓 . If any of these free
paths, 푏 or 푓 , is null, the notation simplifies to 푏.퐴, 퐴.푓 or just 퐴. Extending this notation, a
path can also be denoted as a sequence of paths and free-paths; i.e., 푞 = 푓1.휋1.푓2.휋2.⋯ where
푓푖’s are free paths and 휋푖’s are paths. In this case 푞 is the unique path instance in the equivalenceclass 푓1[휋1]푓2[휋2]⋯ ‘grounded’ by the vertices in the domains of 휋1, 휋2,⋯.If 퐴 is a vertex of ℤ2 and ⃖⃗푣 a vector in ℤ2, then 퐴 + ⃖⃗푣 is the vertex 퐴 translated by ⃖⃗푣. For
any path, 푏푚.퐴 = 푏.(퐴 − ⃖⃖⃗푚).푚 where 푏 ∈ 퐷∗ ∪ 휔퐷 and 푚 ∈ 퐷∗. The opposite of a free path
푚 = 푑1푑2⋯ 푑푘 is 푚 = 푑1 푑2⋯ 푑푘 where e = w, n = s, s = n, and w = e. Please note that for
any free path 푚, 푚푅 = 푚푅. We use the notation 푚 to denote 푚푅.
We point out the different notations used in the text. For a free path 훼 = nne we have
훼푅 = enn, and 훼 = nne = ssw while 훼 = wss. In particular 훼 traverses the free path 훼 in
reverse.
A free path 훼 = 푚푝휔 for 푚, 푝 ∈ 퐷∗ and 푝 ≠ 휀 is called an ultimately periodic free path, the
prefix 푚 is called the transient part of 훼 and 푝휔 is the periodic part of 훼. Similarly, the path
휋 = 퐴.푚푝휔 is an ultimately periodic path, 퐴.푚 is the transient part of 휋 and (퐴 + ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝휔 is the
periodic part of 휋. A periodic (free) path is a (free) path whose transient path is 휖.
Let be ⃖⃗휈 any non-null vector ofℚ2 and 푎 and 푏 be any two real numbers such that 푎+|| ⃖⃗휈|| ≤ 푏.
The (푎, 푏, ⃖⃗휈) ribbon is the subset ofℤ2 of the points 푥 such that 푎 ≤ ⃖⃗휈 ⋅ ⃖⃗푥 ≤ 푏 (here ⃖⃗휈 ⋅ ⃖⃗푥 indicates
the dot product). The condition on ⃖⃗휈, 푎 and 푏 ensures that ribbon forms a connected periodic
sub-graph of ℤ2. Please note that ⃖⃗휈 is perpendicular to the ribbon. The vertices in the ribbon
such that 푎 ≤ ⃖⃗휈 ⋅ ⃖⃗푥 ≤ 푎 + || ⃖⃗휈|| form one boundary of the ribbon. The boundary on the other
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side is formed by the vertices such that 푏 − || ⃖⃗휈|| ≤ ⃖⃗휈 ⋅ ⃖⃗푥 ≤ 푏. These boundaries are bi-infinite
periodic paths.
Lemma 1 (double means pumpable). Let 푚 be a non null finite free path. If 푚2 = 푚푚 is a free
path then so is 휔푚휔.
Proof. Let 푚 be a free path such that 푚2 is a free path. This implies that ⃖⃖⃗푚 ≠ ⃖⃗0. Suppose that
푘 is such that o.푚푘 is a path, but o.푚푘+1 is not a path but a walk.
Let 푎 and 푏 be such that all vertices of the walk o.푚푘+1 are included in the (푎, 푏, ⃖⃖⃗푚) ribbon
and 푏 − 푎 is minimal. Observe that all vertices of the walk 휔푚.o.푚휔 are included in the ribbon.
By the minimality of 푏−푎, there are integers 푖 and 푗 with ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚′ = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚1+⋯+ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푖−1 and a sub-path
⃖⃖⃖⃗푚′.푚J푖,푗K of o.푚 that splits the ribbon in two, that is, 푚푖 is at one boundary of the ribbon, 푚푗 is onthe other boundary of the ribbon, and none of the vertices 푚푟 are on the boundary for 푖 < 푟 < 푗.Notice that 푖 = 푗 can only happen if o.푚휔 is a horizontal line lying on the 푥-axis, or a vertical
line lying on the 푦-axis, in which case 푚휔 is a free path. Therefore, any path within the ribbon
passing from one part of the ribbon to the other must intersect with a vertex from ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚′.푚J푖,푗K.
Moreover, for every integer 푙, the vertices of 푙⃖⃖⃗푚.푚 are included in the ribbon and (푙⃖⃖⃗푚+ ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚′).푚J푖,푗Ksplits the ribbon in two parts.
Being o.푚푘+1 a walk, and not a path, 푘⃖⃖⃗푚.푚 it must intersect o.푚푘. This means that it either
intersects the tail of (푘−1)⃖⃖⃗푚.푚 or it must cross the sub-path ((푘−1)⃖⃖⃗푚+ ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚′).푚J푖,푗K. Hence it has to
intersect (푘−1)⃖⃖⃗푚.푚, implying that (푘−1)⃖⃖⃗푚.푚2 is not a path, but a walk. This is in contradiction
with our assumption that 푚2 is a free path.
Regions. A region, R, is a connected subgraph of ℤ2. For a vertex 푣 ∈ ℤ2, the neighborhood
of 푣,  (푣), is the subgraph of ℤ2 induced by the nine vertices at 푥-distance and 푦-distance at
most 1 from 푣. A boundary vertex for a region 푅 is a vertex 푣 ∈ 푅 such that (푣) ̸⊑ 푅. The
boundary of 푅, denoted 휕푅, is the subgraph of 푅 induced by the sets of its boundary vertices.
The interior of 푅, denoted 푅̊ is the complement of 휕푅 in 푅, that is 푅̊ = 푅 ⧵ 휕푅.
Let 휋 be a cycle or a bi-infinite path. Then 휋 defines two regions in the plane whose inter-
section is 휋 itself. We distinguish these two regions as ‘left’ and ‘right’ as described below.
Since all paths are in dimension 2, a path 휋 can be considered oriented by orienting the edges
from 휋푖 to 휋푖+1 so that its left side can be defined. We consider the cyclic counter clockwiseorientation of the directions (w,n, e, s) and we say that 푑 is to the left of 푑′ if 푑 precedes 푑′ in
the orientation, and 푑 is to the right of 푑′ if 푑 succeeds 푑′. A vertex 푣 in ℤ2 is directly to the
left of 휋 if there is 푑 to the left of 푑′ such that 푣 + 푑 = 휋푖 for some 푖 and 휋푖 + 푑′ = 휋푖+1. Inthis case the edge (푣, 휋푖) is directly to the left of 휋. Similarly we define a vertex, and an edge
directly to the right of 휋. The left region of a path 휋, consists the subgraph of ℤ2 with vertices
푣 that are either in 햽허헆(휋), or there is a path 푣.푚 for some free path 푚 that ends at 휋 with an
edge directly to the left of 휋 and does not intersect with 휋 in any other vertex. The right region
of 휋 is defined similarly. Because 휋 is bi-infinite or a cycle, the left and right regions are well
defined, and their intersection is 휋.
A path 휋 is inside a region 푅 if 휋 ⊑ 푅. It is strictly inside 푅 if 휋 ⊑ 푅̊.
Co-growth. In this section we describe a method of super imposing two paths to form a new
path that is in some sense the ‘right-most’ portion of both. We call this combined new path as
‘co-growth’ of both. This co-growth algorithm takes as input:
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• 푓1 and 푓2 two forward only infinite free paths such that 푓1(0) = 푓2(0), meaning, bothpaths 푓1 and 푓2 start in the same direction and
• 푏1 and 푏2 two backward only infinite free paths
such that 푏1푓1 and 푏2푓2 are also free paths. The free paths 푏1 and 푏2 are used to define the tworegions producing the boundary that limits the extension of the co-growth. Let 푅1 (푅2, resp.)be the right region of the bi-infinite path 푏1.o.푓1 (푏2.o.푓2, resp.). These paths and regions arefixed for this rest of the current section.
Definition 2 (co-Growth). A forward possibly infinite free path 푓 is the right co-growth of the
free paths 푏1, 푓1, 푏2 and 푓2, denoted 푓 = 햼허햦헋허헐(푏1, 푓1, 푏2, 푓2), if it satisfies: o.푓 ⊑ 푅1 ∩ 푅2and for all prefixes 푝푑 of 푓 with 푑 ∈ 퐷: (o + ⃖⃗푝).푑 ⊑ o.푓1 or (o + ⃖⃗푝).푑 ⊑ o.푓2.
If paths, instead of free paths, are used as arguments for co-growth, the then the co-growth
is taken with the associated free paths. The left co-growth of 푏1, 푓1, 푏2 and 푓2 is defined in thesimilar way by considering the left regions of these paths. In the rest of our exposition we use
‘co-growth’ and assume the right co-growth, unless otherwise stated.
The ‘growing direction’ of the co-growth at any vertex coincides with the direction of at
least one of the paths at the same location, and it always takes the ‘right-most’ path of the two
paths at each vertex. The co-growth produces a ‘maximal’ free path 푓 in the boundary of the
region 푅1 ∩ 푅2. Paths, regions and expected free path 푓 is illustrated in Fig. 1. The symbol⊠is used to indicate where co-growth is started.
푓
o ⊠푏2
푏1
푓2푓1
푅1
푅2
푅1 ∩ 푅2
Figure 1: Co-growth. The dashed (green) line indicates 햼허햦헋허헐(푏1, 푓1, 푏2, 푓2).
A way to obtain the path 푓 = 햼허햦헋허헐(푏1, 푓1, 푏2, 푓2) is to start with 휖 from the origin andfollow the directions of both paths 푓1 and 푓2 until one of the paths takes a direction differentfrom the other. At that point one follows the path that takes the right direction of the other, until
the point when both paths intersect. In a sense, in between any two intersections of paths o.푓1and o.푓2 one follows the path that is strictly to the right of the other.
Lemma 3. If there is a forward infinite path 휋 in 푅1 ∩푅2 starting at o, then 푓 is infinite and 휋
is to the right of both paths 푏1.o.푓 and by 푏2.o.푓 .
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Proof. Observe that by definition o.푓 visits the intersections of o.푓1 and o.푓2 . In betweenintersections, o.푓 is on the boundary of either 푅1 or on the boundary of 푅2. Hence, o.푓 is onthe boundary of푅1∩푅2, and푅1∩푅2 is to the right of 푓 . Hence 휋 must be to the right of 푏1.o.푓and 푏2.o.푓 .Because o.휋 is forward infinite, the region 푅1 ∩ 푅2 is infinite, and therefore its boundary
o.푓 is infinite.
Tile Assembly System. LetΣ be an a finite set called an alphabetwhose elements are symbols
that we will also call glues. A tile type is a map 푡 ∶ 퐷 → Σ. We use notation 푡푑 for the value(glue) of 푡 in direction 푑.
A (temperature-1) tile assembly system (TAS) is a pair  = (푇 , 휎) where 푇 is a finite set of
tiles types and 휎 is a tile type (not necessarily in 푇 ) called the seed.
For a TAS with set of tile types 푇 and seed 휎, an assembly over  is a partial map 훼 ∶ ℤ2 →
푇 ∪{휎}where 훼−1(휎) is empty or a singleton if 휎 is not in 푇 . The domain of 훼 is the set of points
of ℤ2 for which 훼 is defined, and is denoted 햽허헆(훼). The binding graph of 훼 is a subgraph of
the lattice ℤ2 with vertices 햽허헆(훼) such that for 푣, 푣′ ∈ 햽허헆(훼) there is an edge with endpoints
푣 and 푣′ if and only if 푣 + 푑 = 푣′ for some direction unit vector 푑 and 훼(푣)푑 = 훼(푣′)−푑 . Theassembly 훼 is stable if its binding graph is connected. An assembly 훼 is producible in  if it is
stable and 훼(0, 0) is the seed. If 휎 does not belong to 푇 , it appears in 훼 only at the origin.
Note that although neighboring vertices 푣, 푣′ ∈ ℤ2 with 푣+ 푑 = 푣′ may be in the domain of
훼 it may happen that 훼(푣)푑 ≠ 훼(푣′)−푑 . In this case the tiles 훼(푣) and 훼(푣′)mismatch in direction
푑, and the binding graph of 훼 has no edge between 푣 and 푣′.
A stable assembly 훼 over  is said to be an assembly path if its binding graph is a path 휋
with 휋0 = (0, 0).We extend the notions for ultimately periodic paths to ultimately periodic assembly paths.
We say that and assembly path 훼휋 is ultimately periodic if 휋 = o.푚푝휔 is ultimately periodic andfor all 푖 훼(⃖⃖⃗푚 + 푖⃖⃗푝) = 훼(⃖⃖⃗푚).
We introduce the following property for tile assembly systems that we show holds for all
confluent systems and helps to characterize the assemblies obtained in these systems.
Definition 4. Two assemblies 훼 and 훼′ are compatible if for all 푣 ∈ 햽허헆(훼) ∩ 햽허헆(훼′) we have
that 훼(푣) = 훼′(푣).
Definition 5 (confluent). A tile assembly system  is confluent if every two producible assem-
blies 훼 and 훼′ are compatible.
An assembly 훽 is maximal for a system  if for any other assembly 훼 satisfying 햽허헆(훽) ⊆
햽허헆(훼) we have that 햽허헆(훼) = 햽허헆(훽). In a confluent system, any two assembly paths can
‘coexist’ within a larger assembly because all intersections of their domains are mapped to the
same tiles by both paths.
Lemma 6. If  is confluent then there is a unique maximal producible stable assembly 훼푚푎푥
such that for every other stable assembly 훼, 햽허헆(훼) ⊆ 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥).
Notation. In the rest of the paper we assume that  is a fixed confluent tile assembly system
that produces an infinite stable maximal assembly denoted 훼푚푎푥.
Definition 7 (para-periodic). A confluent tile assembly system  is called para-periodic if its
maximal producible assembly contains an ultimately periodic assembly path.
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Lemma 8. In a confluent system if the binding graph 휋 of an assembly path 훼휋 is ultimately
periodic, then 훼휋 is ultimately periodic.
Proof. Suppose the binding graph of 훼휋 , 휋 = o.푚푝휔, is ultimately periodic. Observe that be-cause  is finite, there are 푖 < 푗 such that 훼휋(푚⃗ + 푖푝⃗) = 훼휋(푚⃗ + 푗푝⃗). Let 푞 be any prefix of 푝푗−푖.Because of confluence of  , it must be that 훼휋(푚⃗ + 푖푝⃗ + ⃖⃗푞) = 훼휋(푚⃗ + 푗푝⃗ + ⃖⃗푞). Hence, 훼휋 isultimately periodic.
Example 9. The tile set in figs. 2a and 2b generates only one maximal assembly, the one
depicted in Fig. 2c. If the seed would have beenDwhich can be considered as part of  , instead
of 휎, then the system would not have been confluent and the maximal assembly would not be
unique.
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(c) maximal assembly graph 훼푚푎푥
Figure 2: Example of  .
For assembly paths {훼푖}푖∈퐼 we say that 훽 = ∪푖∈퐼훼푖 if 훽 has a binding graph that is union ofthe paths that are binding graphs for 훼푖 for all 푖 ∈ 퐼 , and 훽|햽허헆(훼푖) = 훼푖. Note this is well definedbecause all paths are pairwise compatible.
Lemma 10. A stable assembly in a confluent TAS  is a union of assembly paths.
Proof. It follows directly from the fact that the binding graph of a stable assembly is connected
and  is confluent.
The assembly of  is the maximum assembly and is defined by the union of all legal paths.
Corollary 11. The maximal assembly of  , is 훼푚푎푥 = ∪훼∈휋훼 where Π denotes the set of all
assembly paths.
Figure 3 depicts an ‘automaton’ that generates all the tiles in 훼푚푎푥 from Example 9. It is acompact and finite representation of 훼푚푎푥 in Fig. 2c. In the rest of the paper, we show that suchautomata, called quipu, can be generated for confluent systems.
In the rest of the paper, to simplify notations, 훼푚푎푥 is often used to refer to its biding graph.A vertex 푦 inℤ2 is non-causal for vertex 푥 inℤ2 if either 푥 does not belongs to 훼푚푎푥 or thereis a path in 훼푚푎푥 from o to 푥 that does not contain 푦. The set of non-causal vertices for 푥 in 훼푚푎푥
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Figure 3: Automaton generating assembly paths whose union of domains covers 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥).
is 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(푥) = {푦 ∈ ℤ2 ∣ ∃푚 ∈ 퐷∗, o.푚 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥 ∧ 푦 ∉ 햽허헆(o.푚) ∧ o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 = 푥} ∪ {푥} (푥 isincluded to simplify later expressions).
An assembly 훼 that has a path as a binding graph may not necessarily be part of an assembly
path, i.e., may not necessarily be part of a producible assembly. If 훼 starts with a tile 푡0, it maybe the case that every assembly path (that starts from the seed, i.e. the origin) that reaches 푡0also forms an obstacle for 훼. The non-causal set of vertices for a given point in 푥 ∈ ℤ2 identifies
the region that is free from those obstacles. In particular, we have the lemma.
Lemma 12. Let 푥 ∈ 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥). Suppose 푝 is a free path such that there is an assembly 훼푝 with
a binding graph 푝 and start tile 훼푝(0) = 훼푚푎푥(푥). If 햽허헆(푥.푝) ⊆ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(푥) then 푥.푝 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥.
Proof. Inductively, for 푝 = 휖 we have 푥.푝 = 푥. Suppose there is an assembly 훼푝′ with bindinggraph 푝′ = 푝푑 such that 푥.푝 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥 and 푦 = (푥 + ⃖⃗푝).푑 ∈ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(푥) ⊆ 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥). Let
o.푞 be an assembly path in 훼푚푎푥 such that 푦 ∉ 햽허헆(o.푞) and o + 푞⃗ = 푥. Suppose 푝1푝2 = 푝 issuch that 푝1 is the longest prefix of 푝 where 푥 + 푝⃗1 ∈ 햽허헆(o.푞). Let 푞′ be the prefix of 푞 such
that 푥 + 푝⃗1 = o + 푞⃗′. Then o.푞′푝2푑 is a binding graph of a producible assembly because  isconfluent, o.푞′푝2 is a path in 훼푚푎푥, and 푝2푑 is a suffix of an assembly path that exists. Therefore,the edge between 푥 + ⃖⃗푝 and 푦 exists, i.e., 푥.푝푑 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥.
The following lemma shows that 푓 = 햼허햦헋허헐(푏1, 푓1, 푏2, 푓2) allows to extend paths within
훼푚푎푥 in a compatible way since  is confluent.Let 푏1푞1푓1 and 푏2푞2푓2 be two bi-infinite free paths with 푏푖 being backward infinite, and 푞푖푓푖forward infinite starting with the same direction (푖 = 1, 2). Let 푞푓 = 햼허햦헋허헐(푏1, 푞1푓1, 푏2, 푞2푓2)where 푞 is the maximal portion of the co-growth that consists of segments of 푞1 or 푞2 only. Let
퐴1, 퐴2 ∈ ℤ2 and consider the right regions 푅1, 푅2 of 푏1.퐴1.푞1푓1, and 푏2.퐴2.푞2푓2, respectively.We further suppose that 퐴푖.푞 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥 (푖 = 1, 2) and 훼푚푎푥(퐴1) = 훼푚푎푥(퐴2).
Lemma 13 (co-Growth compatibility). If 푅1 ⊆ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴1) and 푅2 ⊆ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴2) then
both paths 퐴1.푞 and 퐴2.푞 are subgraphs of 훼푚푎푥.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that 퐴1.푞 is in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴1) and 퐴2.푞 in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴2), henceby Lem. 12 these paths exist in 훼푚푎푥. Furthermore, whenever the two paths 푞1 and 푞2 intersect,because of the confluence of the  , the tiles in 훼푚푎푥 corresponding to these intersections mustcoincide.
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3 Every Confluent TAS is Para-periodic
In this section we show that a 훼푚푎푥 in a confluent tiling assembly systems is para-periodic. InSect. 5, para-periodicity allows bootstrapping construction of a finite ‘automaton’ that charac-
terizes 훼푚푎푥. We start with the following lemma saying that para-periodicity is equivalent toexistence of an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥 that does not intersect an ultimately periodic path in thegrid ℤ2. An extended version of this lemma is used extensively later on. As mentioned, we
assume  is confluent.
Lemma 14 (para-periodic). The following two properties are equivalent:
1. 훼푚푎푥 contains an ultimately periodic assembly path (i.e. is para-periodic), and
2. there is a point 퐴 in ℤ2, an infinite periodic free path 푝휔 and an infinite path o.휋 in 훼푚푎푥
rooted in the seed in 훼푚푎푥 with 햽허헆(퐴.푝휔) ∩ 햽허헆(o.휋) = ∅.
Proof. The property 1 implies the property 2 by taking the same period 푝 and choosing a point
퐴 sufficiently away from the seed.
The property 2 implies the property 1 as follows. Without loss of generality (and to ease
exposition following a figure) we can consider that 푝 extends eastwards and that the infinite path
휋 eventually infinitely extends eastwards north of 퐴.푝휔. Otherwise, the situation can be rotated
and symmetrized appropriately. Consider the north vector n ∈ 퐷. Let 휋푖 be the intersectionof 휋 and 퐴.n휔 closest to 퐴 (it cannot be in 퐴.푝휔) and let 푎 be such that 퐴 + 푎⃖⃗n = 휋푖. Bydefinition of non-causality 햽허헆(휋J푖+1,+∞K) ⊆ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋푖). Moreover, the right region of
휔푝.퐴.n푎.휋J푖,+∞K (going backwards on 푝휔, then north with n푎 and continue with 휋J푖,+∞K) is alsoincluded in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋푖), because none of these vertices are visited by the path 휋J0,푖K.The situation is depicted in Fig. 4(a).
o
휋
퐴
휋′
푝휔
n휔
휋푖
n푎
n푏
(a) general setting
퐴
(e6n)휔
o
푗1
⊠
푗2
⊠
휋
(b) path 휋 with dashed (green) co-growth. The shaded area
is the left region that may contain other paths. The white
area is the right region where paths can co-grow.
Figure 4: Situation for Lem. 14.
Let Π be the set of forward (only) infinite paths in 훼푚푎푥 that are in the right region of
휔푝.퐴.n푎.휋J푖,+∞K, extend infinitely to the east, start in 햽허헆(퐴.n푎) and do not intersect 퐴.푝휔. Fur-
ther, we require that for every path (퐴 + n푏).푓 ′ (푏 ≤ 푎) in Π, the right region of 휔푝.퐴.n푏푓 ′ is
included in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴 + n푏). The set Π is not empty because it contains 휋J푖,+∞K.
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Let 휋′ be the path in Π such that, except for 휋′, there is no other path in Π that is inside the
right region of 휔푝.퐴.n푏.휋′. This path does exist because ℤ2 is discrete and it can be inductively
defined from 퐴.n푏, taking the rightmost continuation with an infinite path in Π.
Observe that the path 휋J푖,+∞K can be quite complicated, as depicted in Fig. 4b. In the figure
푝 = e6n and the unshaded (white) region is the right region of 휔푝.퐴.n푏.휋. This region belongs
to 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴 + n푏). An example of co-grow (as explained below) is displayed with dashed
lines showing that this path cannot be the path 휋′ defined above.
We consider the infinitely increasing sequence of indexes 푗 in 휋′ such that 휋′푗 belongs to
퐴.n푘푝휔 for some positive 푘 and 휋′J푗,∞K does not intersect the path 퐴.n푘−1푝휔. There are infinitelymany such indexes because 휋′ is bounded by퐴.푝휔. Since there are infinite such 푗’s, theremust be
two distinct indices 푗1, 푗2 (푗1 < 푗2) such that 훼푚푎푥(휋′푗1) = 훼푚푎푥(휋′푗2), 휋′푗1 and 휋′푗2 are followed withthe same direction in 휋′ and have the same horizontal phase with respect to the period 푝. The
forward path 푓 generated with 햼허햦헋허헐(휔푝n푏휋′J0,푗1K, 휋′J푗1,∞K, 휔푝n푏휋′J0,푗2K, 휋′J푗2,∞K) is an infinite freepath because both right regions of (휔푝n푏휋′J0,푗1K).o.휋′J푗1,+∞K and (푝n푏휋′J0,푗2K).o.휋′J푗2,∞K contain theinfinite path o.푝휔 (Lem. 3). The forward infinite path 푓 is the ‘right most’ part of the segments
휋′J푗1,∞K and 휋′J푗2,∞K, both of which are part of 훼푚푎푥.Both paths 휋′J0,푗1K.푓 and 휋′J0,푗2K.푓 belong to 훼푚푎푥 (by Lem. 13) and belong to Π, so they haveto be left of 휋′ by definition of 휋′. By co-growth, they also have to be right of 휋′. So that
휋′ = 휋′J0,푗1K.푓 = 휋′J0,푗2K.푓 . Since 푗1 < 푗2, 휋′ is ultimately periodic.Since 휋′ is in 훼푚푎푥 and in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋′0), there is a path 휋′′ from the seed to 휋′0. Then 휋′′휋′is an ultimately periodic assembly path.
Corollary 15. Let 휋 be an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥, 푚푝휔 be a free path and 푖 be a positive number
such that 햽허헆(o.휋)∩햽허헆(휋푖.푚푝휔) = {휋푖}. Then one of the three following possibilities appears:
1. 휋 is ultimately periodic,
2. there is an ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥 intersecting 햽허헆(휋) on an infinite set, or
3. there is an ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥 strictly inside the right region of 푚푝휔.휋J푖,∞K
and 훼푚푎푥 is para-periodic.
Proof. The proof follows directly from the proof of Lem. 14. If the first two conditions are not
satisfied, then the path 휋′′휋′ constructed in the proof of Lem. 14 satisfies the third condition.
Remark 16. We note that all observations in Lem. 14 and Cor. 15 are left-right symmetric,
hence, hold when left co-growth is applied and the left regions are considered.
Definition 17 (off-the-Wall Path). Let 푦0 be an integer and 훿 a positive integer. A finite path
휋 = 휋0⋯휋푙 is (푦0, 훿)-off-the-wall if there exists a positive integer 푖 less than 푙 such that:
1. 휋 is an assembly path in 훼푚푎푥 rooted in the seed,
2. there is 푥푤 ∈ ℤ satisfying 휋푙 = (푥푤, 푦0) and 휋푖 = (푥푤 + 훿, 푦0),
3. 햽허헆(휋) ∩ 햽허헆(휔w.휋푖) = {휋푖} = 햽허헆(휋) ∩ 햽허헆(휋푙.w휔), and
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4. and o is left of the bi-infinite path
휔w.휋J푖,푙K.w휔 . (1)
The 푦0-wall is the subset of ℤ2: 휔w.(0, 푦0).w휔. The segment 휋J푖,푙K of 휋 is called above-the-
wall part of 휋 (even though some of its portions might be under ‘the wall’ as illustrated in Fig. 5).
We say that 휋 is 푦0-off-the-wall if there is some positive 훿 such that 휋 is (푦0, 훿)-off-the-wall.
Definition 18 (height, surface and area above the wall). Let 휋 be any (푦0, 훿)-off-the-wall path.Its height is the maximal 푦-coordinate it reaches above the wall minus 푦0. The surface above
(the wall) is defined by what is the intersection of the right region of 푦0-wall with the left regionof 휔w.휋J푖,푙K.w휔. The area above is the area of the surface above.
The notions of off-the-wall path, the height above, and surface above are illustrated in Fig. 5
where the surface above is shaded. The area above is the area of the shaded portion.
푦0
휎
height
휋푙 = (푥푤, 푦0)
휋푖 = (푥푤 + 훿, 푦0)
Figure 5: Off the wall path and parameters.
Definition 19 (wall valuation). Let 휋 be some (푦0, 훿)-off-the-wall path. The wall valuation ofthe off-the-wall 휋 is a sequence of tile types (or absence of) of 휋 in [푥푤, 푥푤+ 훿] × {푦0} togetherwith the directions of the edges of 휋 incident to the tiles on the segment [푥푤, 푥푤 + 훿] × {푦0}.
The following lemma allows to combine and extend off-the-wall paths.
Lemma 20 (Off-the-wall combination). Let 휋 = 휋0⋯휋푖⋯휋푙 and 휋′ = 휋′0⋯휋′푖′…휋′푙′ be any
two off-the-wall assembly paths that have identical wall valuations. There exists a free path
푓 such that: the path 휋J0,푖K.푓 (resp. 휋′J0,푖′K.푓 ) is an off-the-wall path which has the same wall
valuation as 휋 (resp. 휋′) and the area of its surface above contains the area of the surface above
휋 (resp.휋′).
Proof. The portions above-the-wall of 휋 and 휋′ are 휋J푖,푙K and 휋′J푖′,푙′K respectively. By definition ofthe off-the-wall path, everything in the right region of (1) (included) belongs 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋푖) and
헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋′푖′). We co-grow the bi-infinite paths 휔w.휋J푖,푙K.w휔 and 휔w.휋′J푖′,푙′K.w휔 with forward
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infinite segments 휋J푖,푙K.w휔 and 휋′J푖′,푙′K.w휔. Let 푓 = 햼허햦헋허헐(휔w, 휋J푖,푙K.w휔, 휔w, 휋′J푖′,푙′K.w휔). Theinfinite path o.e휔 is in both regions (as 휋푖.e휔 and 휋′푖′ .e휔) so that 푓 is infinite. By Lem. 13 both
휋J0,푖−1K.휋푖.푓 and 휋′J0,푖′−1K.휋′푖′ .푓 are in 훼푚푎푥. And because the co-grow 푓 takes the right mostsegment of the two paths, both original areas of the surfaces above are included in the area
of the surface above 휋J0,푖−1K.휋푖.푓 (resp. 휋′J0,푖′−1K.휋′푖′ .푓 ). By definition of co-grow 푓 visits allintersections of 휋 and 휋′ on the wall, in the same directions, the wall valuation of 푓 remains
unchanged.
Above lemma allows to generate paths in 훼푚푎푥 that are compatible with respect to their wallvaluations and extend the areas of the surfaces above of the original paths.
Lemma 21. If there exists an integer 푘 such that the set of areas above (푦0, 훿)-off-the-wall paths
with 훿 < 푘 is not bounded, then  is para-periodic.
Proof. There are finitely many possible wall valuations such that 훿 < 푘. If the set of areas above
(푦0, 훿)-off-the-wall paths is not bounded, there is at least one wall valuation such that the set ofareas above for off-the-wall paths with that valuation is not bounded. Let 휋̂ be a path with such
a wall valuation. Let 휋̂J푖,푙K be the segment of 휋̂ that is above the wall.The combination lemma (Lem. 20) allows to co-grow 휋̂ with any other off-the-wall path
with the same valuation. Moreover, each co-grow is also in 훼푚푎푥. They all pass through 휋̂푖, andby Lem. 20, they are all off-the-wall with the same wall valuation. Consider the the subgraph 퐺̂
of 훼푚푎푥 that consists of the union of the co-grows of 휋̂ above the wall. This subgraph 퐺̂ must bea subgraph of 훼푚푎푥 (because all co-grow paths are subgraphs of 훼푚푎푥) and it is infinite becausethe areas of the surfaces above the co-grows are not bounded.
By König’s lemma there is an infinite path 휋′ in 퐺̂ starting at point (vertex) 퐴 above the
푦0-wall. Because 퐴 is in one of the co-grows of 휋̂, there is a path 휋′′ in 훼푚푎푥 from the origin(seed) to 퐴 passing through 휋̂푖. Therefore 휋 = 휋′′.휋′ is an infinite assembly path in 훼푚푎푥. Then
휋̂푖.e휔 is a periodic path in ℤ2 that intersects the infinite assembly path 휋 rooted in the seed onlyat 휋̂푖. By Cor. 15,  is para-periodic.
In the following we observe that condition in Lem. 14 is always satisfied in a confluent
system  as soon as there exists an infinite path. To conclude this, we observe that we can
always find off-the-wall paths with the same wall valuation and unbounded set of areas above,
therefore satisfying Lem. 21. We concentrate on paths in 훼푚푎푥 intersecting the 푥-axis an infinitenumber of times. If there exists an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥 that does not intersect o.e휔 (or o.w휔) aninfinite number of times, then by Lem. 14,  is para-periodic. We start by observing that the
heights of the 0-off-the-wall paths that intersect both sides of the 푥-axis is unbounded.
Lemma 22. If there is an infinite assembly path 휋 rooted in the seed intersecting both o.e휔
and o.w휔 an infinite number of times then, up to a vertical symmetry, there exist infinitely many
0-off-the-wall paths and the set of heights of these paths is unbounded.
Proof. Let퐸 be the sets of indices 푖 of 휋 such that 휋푖 ∈ o.e휔 and all the indices of intersection of
휋 and o.e휔 east of 휋푖 are greater than 푖. Let푊 be defined similarly on the west direction. Both
퐸 and푊 are infinite because 휋 intersects the 푥-axis an infinite number of times on both sides.
There are infinitelymany pairs (푒,푤) such that: 푒 ∈ 퐸,푤 ∈ 푊 , 푒 < 푤, J푒+1, 푤−1K∩(퐸∪푊 ) =
∅. An example is depicted in Fig. 6 where the indices 50 and 130 form such a pair.
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o.w휔 o.e휔o
휋5휋11휋20 휋30 휋50휋90휋110휋130 휋170 휋200휋240 휋300
푊 = {130, 240,…} 퐸 = {5, 30, 50, 300,…}
Figure 6: Points in 퐸 and푊 .
One of the left or right region of the bi-infinite path 휔w.휋J푒+1,푤K.w휔 must contain the entirepath 휋J0,푒−1K. If this is the left region, then 휋J0,푤K is a 0-off-the-wall path, otherwise, it is a 0-off-the-wall path for the system that is vertically symmetric to  . In this way we obtain infinitely
many 0-off-the-wall paths for  (or its vertically symmetric one, the definition for off-the-wall
paths can be symmetrically extended to include this other case as well).
Consider (푒,푤) and (푒′, 푤′) where 푒 < 푤 < 푒′ < 푤′. Then 휋J0,푤′K must have higher height(goes ‘above’) than 휋J0,푤K. As indexes (푒,푤) increase, the 0-off-the-wall paths have to pass one‘above’ the other with an increasing height. Therefore the set of heights and the set of areas
above for these paths is not bounded.
In the rest of this section we consider that there is a path 휋 with infinitely many intersections
with both o.e휔 and o.w휔, that contains infinitely many off-the-wall sub-paths and that set of
heights of these paths is unbounded.
For any index 푖 on a finite path 휋, we define its past: 헉햺헌헍(푖) = 휋J0,푖−1K and its future:
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푖) = 휋J푖+1,|휋|−1K. It satisfies 햿헎헍헎헋햾(푖) ⊆ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(푖).The points of interest defined below will be used in the main theorem in this section, and a
similar notion is also used in the Sect. 5.
Definition 23 (PoI on an off-the-wall path). A point of interest on an off the wall path 휋 is any
point that is east-most on any horizontal line above the wall, that is, a point 휋푘 is a point ofinterest (PoI) if 휋 does not intersect (휋푘 + ⃖⃗e).e휔.
In particular, 헉햺헌헍(푘) and 햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘) do not intersect 휋푘.e휔. We point out that PoI definedabove have similar flavor as the notion of ‘visible glues’ used in Meunier and Regnault (2016);
Meunier and woods (2017), except, we are not concerned with the glue per se.
Theorem 24. A confluent tiling system  either has a finite 훼푚푎푥 or it is para-periodic.
Proof. Suppose 훼푚푎푥 is infinite. By Lem. 14 we can assume that every infinite path in 훼푚푎푥is intersecting o.e휔 and o.w휔 infinitely number of times (otherwise it is para-periodic). If the
conditions of Lem. 21 are satisfied, then  is para-periodic. Suppose that for every 훿 there is a
height such that all (0, 훿)-off-the-wall paths have area above less than that height.
By Lem. 22 there is a 0-off-the-wall 휋 with height larger than ℎ for every ℎ. We consider
that ℎ is large enough for the existence of 푘1 and 푘2 below. We show that either there is anultimately periodic assembly path in 훼푚푎푥 with the same prefix as 휋, or there is a 0-off-the-wallpath with same wall valuation as 휋 and larger surface area above the wall (hence Lem. 21 holds
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and  is para-periodic). Let 휋푘1 and 휋푘2 (with 푘1 < 푘2) be two distinct PoI on 휋 such that
훼푚푎푥(휋푘1) = 훼푚푎푥(휋푘2), i.e., the tile types match, and the edges in 휋 incident to these verticesare in the same direction. Let 푚 and 푢 be free paths that correspond to 휋J0,푘1K and 휋J푘1,푘2K then
휋 = o.푚푢햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2) . This is illustrated in Fig. 7.Consider the free paths 푓2 = 햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)w휔 and 푓1 = 푢푓2. The free paths 푓1 and 푓2 differbecause there is at least one n in 푢. Let 푓 be the 햼허햦헋허헐(휔w, 푓1, 휔w, 푓2). Since the infinite freepath o.e휔 is in the intersection of the right regions of 휔w푓1 and 휔w푓2, by Lem. 3, 푓 is infinite.The infinite free path 푓 is either 푓1, or 푓2, or it is a (right most) combination of 푢햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)and 햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2) ending with w휔. Because the right regions of 휔w푓1 and 휔w푓2 are subsets of
헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋푖), the first vertex of 휋 on the wall, by Lem. 13, as a subpath of 훼푚푎푥 the free path
푓 can start at both 휋푘1 and 휋푘2 .
휎
휋푙 휋푖
휋푘2
휋푘1
wall
No past nor future
No past nor future
푚
푢
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)
Figure 7: Two PoI with the same tile and exit.
If 푓 is a right-most combination of both 푓1 and 푓2, then we consider 푓 starting from both
휋푘1 and 휋푘2 . At least one of these assemblies goes strictly to the right of 휋, that is, disconnectsfrom 휋, and then reconnects with it. As depicted in Fig. 8a, this forms an off-the-wall path that
has strictly larger area above the wall without changing the wall valuation.
o 휋푘1
⊠
푢
휋푘2
⊠
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)
휋푘1 .푓
휋푘2 .푓
(a) enlargement (dotted area)
o 휋푘1
⊠
휋푘2
⊠
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)
휋푘1 .푓휋푠
(b) impossible 푓 = 푓2
Figure 8: Simple cases of co-growth.
It is not possible that 푓 is 푓2 because 휋푘1 .푓2.w휔 (as illustrated in Fig. 8b) would intersect
휋푘2 .푓2 being the same segment of 휋 that starts from a point, 휋푘1 , more south; thus it would have
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to pass north of a north shifted version of it-self. Let 휋푠 be this intersection; it cannot be inthe w휔 part. The co-growth 푓 of the two paths takes the right-most segments of the two paths
푢햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2) and 햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2). Hence we can again take an off-the-wall path that takes the segment
푓2 from 휋푘1 to 휋푠 and then again 푓2 from 휋푠 to 휋푙. The area above the wall for this path is largerthan the area above of 휋.
The only case left is 푓 = 푓1. Thus 휋푘2 .푢 is in 훼푚푎푥. Since 휋푘1 + ⃖⃗푢 = 휋푘2 , 휋푘1 .푢2 is also in 훼푚푎푥and by Lem. 1 푢 can form a forward infinite periodic path 푢휔. If 햽허헆(휋푘1 .푢휔) ⊆ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋푘1)then there is an infinite ultimately periodic path, namely 휋푘1 .푢휔 in 훼푚푎푥 and  is para-periodicas depicted in Fig. 9a.
o
휋푘1
⊠
휋푘2
⊠
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)
푢
푢
푢휔
(a) infinitely pumpable
o
휋푘1
⊠
휋푘2
⊠
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2)
푢
푢
휋푠
(b) enlarging (dotted) by pump-
ing
o
휋푘1
⊠
휋푘2
⊠
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푠) 푢
푢
휋푠
(c) enlarging by starting
햿헎헍헎헋햾(푠) one period earlier
Figure 9: Sub-cases when 푓 starts with 푢.
If 햽허헆(휋푘1 .푢휔) ⊈ 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(휋푘1), that is, 휋푘2 .푢휔 ‘bumps’ into 헉햺헌헍(푘2), it has to intersect
휋J푘2,푙K first, say at 휋푠, because 헉햺헌헍(푘2) is in the left region of 휋. If 휋푘2 .푢 is strictly to the right of
휋J푘2,푙K before reaching 휋푠, the area above can be enlarged by continuing with 휋J푠,푙K as in Fig. 9b.Otherwise, 휋푘2 .푢휔 and 휋푘2 .햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2) are the same until 휋푘2 .햿헎헍헎헋햾(푘2) turns right of 휋푘2 .푢휔. Butin this case let 휋푠 to be the vertex of 휋 right before its right turn. By definition of co-grow,
푓 would take the right turn and 휋푘1 .푓 starts with 휋푘1 .휋J푘2,푠K and has the same right turn lowerstarting from 휋푘1 as shown in Fig. 9c and enlarges the area above the wall.Since all cases are covered, we conclude the proof.
4 Basic Structures
In this section, we define the two main structures that can be built out of ultimately periodic
paths: comb and grid as well as properties useful to characterise grids. In this section, we
concentrate on (ultimately) periodic path in the domain of 훼푚푎푥. By Lem. 8, any periodic pathof the domain of an assembly must also be an ultimately periodic assembly.
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4.1 Comb
Definition 25 (comb). Let 푘 be a positive integer and 푚, 푝, {푚푗 , 푝푗}1≤푗≤푘 be free paths such
that for all 푖, 푖′, 푗, and 푗′, 푝 and 푝푗 are not 휀, 푚푝푖푚푗푝휔푗 is a free path and
(
o + ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗
)
.푝휔푗 and(
o + ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖′푚푗′
)
.푝휔푗′ are defined and disjoint whenever (푖, 푗) ≠ (푖′, 푗′). The comb of 푘 teeth defined
by 햼허헆햻(푚, 푝, {푚푖, 푝푖}1≤푖≤푘) is the following subgraph of ℤ2:
(o + ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝∗
(
푚1푝
휔
1 ∨ 푚2푝
휔
2 ∨⋯ ∨ 푚푘푝
휔
푘
)
.
An assembly 훼 contains a comb if the comb is a sub-graph of the assembly graph of 훼.
An example of a comb and its graph representation is shown in Fig. 10.
휎
푡
푚
푢
푡
푢
푡
푢
푝 푝
푡1
푚1
푡1
푡1
푝1
푝1
푡1
푚1
푡1
푡1
푝1
푝1
푡1
푚1
푡1
푡1
푝1
푝1
푡2
푚2
푡2
푡2
푝2
푝2
푡2
푚2
푡2
푡2
푝2
푝2
푡2
푚2
푡2
푡2
푝2
푝2
(a) comb
휎 푡
푢
푡1
푡2
푚
푝
푚1
푝1
푚2
푝2
푚2 = 푝′푚′2 where 푝′ is a prefix of 푝
(b) graph representation
Figure 10: Comb example.
The transient part of the comb is the path o.푚, please note that only o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 is in the comb.
The period of the comb is the free path 푝.
The backbone of the comb is the 푝-periodic graph (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝∗ (푚1 ∨ 푚2 ∨⋯ ∨ 푚푘). The
tooth (푖, 푗) for 0 ≤ 푖 and 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푘 is the graph (o + ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗) .푝휔푗 . The proto-tooth number 푗 is
the union of all the teeth (푖, 푗) for 0 < 푖. It is defined by 푚, 푝, 푚푗 , and 푝푗 . The tooth (푖, 푗) is an
instance of the proto-tooth 푗. The period of the (proto-)tooth 푗 is 푝푗 . Since the teeth must bedisjoint, their periods are not co-linear to the period of the backbone.
To simplify our discussion, the ultimately periodic paths that are not in a comb are consid-
ered to be the backbones of toothless combs.
Each (proto-)tooth is either on the right or the left side of the backbone. Because the (proto-)
teeth on the same side of a comb must not intersect, their periods are co-linear (otherwise there
would be intersecting instances) among themselves. And these periods are not co-linear with
the period of the backbone.
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Lemma 26 (bounded teeth). The number of different proto-teeth on each side of a comb is
bounded by the length of the backbone period.
Proof. Each tooth is at least one tile wide, and the period of the backbone provides a finite
bound on the number of (disjoint) proto-teeth that could extend infinitely on each side of the
backbone.
Decorations. If 훼푚푎푥 contains a comb, the subgraph of 훼푚푎푥 that contains vertices accessiblefrom the backbone of the comb consists of the comb (the backbone and the teeth) and finitely
many finite paths starting from the backbone or from the teeth. These finite paths are called
decorations. These finite paths must be repeated periodically as the backbone, and the teeth
they are attached to, are repeated periodically.
The comb definition could be enlarged to include the decorations as finitely many finite
paths attached to its graph representation; but the definition would be uselessly complex for our
analysis. From now on, decorations on the backbone are considered to be part of the backbone
and decorations on any (proto-)tooth are considered to be part of the (proto-)tooth.
4.2 Grid
Definition 27 (grid). Let 푚, 푝 and 푞 be free paths such that, ⃖⃗푝 and ⃖⃗푞 are not co-linear and 휔푝휔
and 휔푞휔 are defined bi-infinite free periodic paths. The grid 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞) is the sub-graph of ℤ2
that is the union of all the paths:
휔푝.(o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + 푖⃖⃗푝 + 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푝휔 and 휔푞.(o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + 푖⃖⃗푝 + 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푞휔 푖, 푗 ∈ ℤ .
We say that an assembly is a grid whenever its binding graph contains a grid.
An example of a grid is represented in Fig. 11.
푚
푝
푞
o
Figure 11: Example of 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞) and a face (hatched).
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Definition 28 ((seed) face). The (푖, 푗)-face of 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞) is the finite sub-graph that is the
intersection of the region between 휔푝.(o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚+ 푖⃖⃗푝+ 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푝휔 and 휔푝.(o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚+ (푖+1)⃖⃗푝+ 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푝휔 and
the region between 휔푞.(o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + 푖⃖⃗푝 + 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푞휔 and 휔푞.(o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + 푖⃖⃗푝 + (푗 + 1)⃖⃗푞).푞휔.
The seed face for the grid is the face that contains the origin vertex o.
Due to confluence of  all faces that do not intersect o.푚 are finite and equal up to transla-
tions. Such a face is called a regular face of a grid.
If 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, then there are infinitely many 푚, 푝 and 푞 such that 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞) is includedin 훼푚푎푥. Each of these grids have their own seed face, hence the seed face in 훼푚푎푥 that is a grid isnot unique. If the vertex o is on the border of a face, then the grid can be replaced by a coarser
one such that o is not in the boundary of the face and the seed face is unique for this particular
grid. Similarly the transient part of the grid 푚 is finite, and there is a coarser grid for 훼푚푎푥 suchthat o.푚 is entirely in the seed face.
In the rest of the paper, we always consider that the seed face is unique and that푚 is included
in the seed face. In this way, the seed face is the only face that is different than the other faces.
The following lemma shows that in a grid there is a shifted copy of any periodic path that
extends infinitely in both directions.
Lemma 29 (extending periodic paths). Suppose 훼푚푎푥 contains 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞). Let 푟 be a free path
and 퐴 be a vertex in ℤ2, if 퐴.푟휔 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥, then there is a vertex 퐵 such that 휔푟.퐵.푟휔 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥.
Proof. Since the vectors ⃖⃗푝 and ⃖⃗푞 are non co-linear they form a base of the ℚ-vector space ℚ2
which contains ℤ2. So 푟⃗ can be decomposed over ⃖⃗푝 and ⃖⃗푞 with rational coefficients and some
multiple of 푟⃗ is an integer combination of ⃖⃗푝 and ⃖⃗푞. Say 푠푟⃗ = 푡1 ⃖⃗푝 + 푡2 ⃖⃗푞.At the level of faces of the grid, this multiple 푠푟⃗ enters the face of 퐴 + 푡1 ⃖⃗푝 + 푡2 ⃖⃗푞 exactly asit entered the face containing 퐴, so due to confluence, 푟푠.퐴 is also part of 훼푚푎푥, and therefore 푟푠can be repeated backwards from 퐴 at face level. This repetition can be interrupted only if the
path enters an ‘irregular’ face. The seed face is the only irregular face.
If 휔푟.퐴.푟휔 intersects the seed face, then there are integers 푖 and 푗 such that 휔푟.(퐴+ 푖⃖⃗푝+푗 ⃖⃗푞).푟휔
does not intersect the seed face.
Decorations. If 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, the domain of 훼푚푎푥 that contains a face may contain finite pathsthat start at the boundary of a face. These finite paths are repeated in all faces except maybe
in the seed face. These additional paths are called decorations. So when 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, it iscompletely defined by the grid, the decorations of a regular face and the decorations of the seed
face. For a given grid, there are a finite number of decorations of the seed face, finite number
of decorations of a regular face and all decorations are finite paths.
4.3 Grid characterization
Lemma 30 (intersection of periodic paths). Let 푚, 푝 and 푞 be free paths such that 푝 and 푞 are
non co-linear. If 훼푚푎푥 contains o.푚, (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝휔, (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚).푞휔, (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + ⃖⃗푝).푞, and (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + ⃖⃗푞).푝,
then 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
Proof. The situation is depicted in Fig. 12a where the assumed paths are depicted with non-
dashed lines. Note that o.푝휔 and o.푞휔 are paths in 훼푚푎푥 and because they can be extended in
헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚+ ⃖⃗푝+ ⃖⃗푞) from the point o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚+ ⃖⃗푝+ ⃖⃗푞 (Lem. 12), the free paths 푝휔 and 푞휔 can
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Figure 12: Intersecting periodic parts.
start at that point and are part of 훼푚푎푥. This means that for each 푖, 푗, the paths (o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚+ 푖⃖⃗푝+ 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푝and (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚 + 푖⃖⃗푝 + 푗 ⃖⃗푞).푞 are part of an assembly.
Since o.푚 is finite, by taking 푎, 푏, 푐 and 푑 large enough, the seed face of 헀헋헂햽(푚푝푎푞푏, 푝푐, 푞푑)
contains o.푚 and this grid is in 훼푚푎푥 (See Fig. 12b).
Lemma 31 (intersection of periodic paths). Let 푚, 푝 and 푞 be non empty free paths such that ⃖⃗푝
and ⃖⃗푞 are non co-linear. If 훼푚푎푥 contains o.푚, (o + ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝휔, and the following corresponds to an
assembly (not necessarily producible): 휔푝.o.푝휔 ⊔ 휔푞.o.푞휔 (with the same tiles for 푝) then 훼푚푎푥
is a grid.
Proof. Since 푚 is finite and 푝 and 푞 are non co-linear, with a sufficiently large 푘, the subset of
ℤ2 휔푞.(o + 푘⃖⃗푝).푞휔 does not intersect 푚. So that this subgraph can be assembled. It can also
be assembled shifted by 푝. Similarly 푝휔 can be assembled shifted by 푞. Then 훼푚푎푥 is a grid byLem. 30.
The condition of above Lemma can be replaced by 푘푝.o.푝푘 ⊔ 휔푞.o.푞휔 with 푘 large enough so
that both o + 푘⃖⃗푝 and o − 푘⃖⃗푝 are at Manhattan distance greater than |푝| of 휔푞.o.푞휔. If 훼푚푎푥 is agrid, there exists 푚, 푝 and 푞 such that the condition is true.
We observe that every 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞) contains a 햼허헆햻(푚, 푝, {푞, 푞}). In a confluent system,
the segments can be assembled to and from a comb, or between the teeth, are limited by the
following lemmas (in the spirit of the observations in (Doty et al., 2011)). These lemmas show
that if there is an extra path from the seed to a given point allowing a part of the comb and
the teeth to take part in a non-causal region of that point, then, because paths are compatible,
assemblies of the parts of the comb can be obtained in another way, thus revealing a grid in
훼푚푎푥.
Lemma 32 (connecting teeth). Suppose 훼푚푎푥 has a comb. If there is a single edge connection
in the binding graph of 훼푚푎푥 from one tooth 푇1 of a comb to a disjoint tooth 푇2 of a (possibly
different) comb, then 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
Proof. We first suppose that both teeth 푇1 and 푇2 belong to the same comb and let 푑 be thedirection of the edge connecting a vertex in 푇1 with a vertex in 푇2. This implies that the twovertices in ℤ2 are mapped by 훼푚푎푥 to tiles whose sides 푑 and, respectively −푑, have matchingglues. Consider the path that starts from a vertex of the periodic portion of 푇1, to the endpointof the connecting edge in 푇1, following direction 푑 (this is some decoration) ending with theother endpoint of the edge that leads to 푇2. Let 푞 be the associated free path.
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Figure 13: Path 푞 between teeth 푖 and 푗.
If there is such a path between teeth (o+ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗).푝휔푗 and (o+ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푘).푝휔푘 , then by periodicity,and the confluence of  , there is such a path for any 푖 (starting from some value), and the path 푞
repeats infintely often between 푇1 and 푇2. Moreover, the periods between consecutive verticesin 푇1 that are starts of these paths must have equal displacement vector to the one betweenconsecutive vertices in 푇2. Let 푞 be the associated free path. Up to some rotations of 푝푗 and
푝푘, we can assume that 푞 goes from the beginning of some 푝푗 to the beginning of some 푝푘. Thesituation is as depicted in Fig. 13a.
Let 퐴 = (o + ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗푝푙푗푞) for 푙 sufficiently large be a vertex in 푇2. Since there are twopaths in 훼푚푎푥 that lead to 퐴 from the ‘last’ backbone vertex leading to 푇1 and 푇2 (point 퐵 inFig. 13b), all vertices of paths starting at퐵 leading to vertex퐴 are in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴) (thin paths).
Therefore there is a path 퐴.푚푘 forming a cycle (o+ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗푝푙푗).푞푚푘푝′ for some factor 푝′ of 푝. So
(o+ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗푝푙푗).푝휔 exists in 훼푚푎푥 arbitrarily away from the backbone (that is, 푙 > (|푝푗|+ |푝|)). ByLem. 30, 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.If the two teeth 푇1 and 푇2 belong to different combs, the analysis follows the same argument
except this time the period of the backbone of the second comb is assembled at point o+ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푝푖푚푗푝푙푗 .
Lemma 33 (disjoint comb connection). Let 퐶1 and 퐶2 be two disjoint combs in 훼푚푎푥 that have
infinitely many edges in the binding graph of 훼푚푎푥 with one endpoint in 퐶1 and the other in 퐶2.
Then either 훼푚푎푥 is a grid or the connecting edges connect vertices of the comb backbones.
Proof. Since the combs are disjoint, each comb is in the non-causal region for every vertex of
the other comb. Sufficiently away from the seed, due to the connecting edges, any path that
starts at one comb and continues with a path in the other comb exists in 훼푚푎푥. If the connectingedges between the combs appear between the teeth, then 훼푚푎푥 is a grid by Lem. 32.Suppose one tooth 푇 of 퐶1 has infinite number of edges connecting it to the backbone of
퐶2 in 훼푚푎푥, then (sufficiently away from the seed) there is a copy of 퐶2 at any instance of theproto-tooth containing 푇 . In particular, the backbone of 퐶2 (similarly as in Lem. 32) can beinfinitely extended from a vertex in a far copy of 푇 in 퐶1. Therefore, 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
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5 Quipu Definition and Properties
In this section, we define what quipus are and some primitive operation on them.
Definition 34 (Quipu). A quipu associated to  is 푄 = (푉 ,퐸, 푟, 휂, 휆) such that: (푉 ,퐸) is a
finite directed graph, 푟 ∈ 푉 is called the root, 휂 ∶ 푉 → 푇 ∪ {휎} is labelling of vertices with
tile types, and 휆 ∶ 퐸 → 퐷 is a labelling of arcs with directions that satisfies:
1. the in-degree of the root (푟) is zero, 휂(푟) = 휎 and no other vertex is labelled with 휎 unless
휎 ∈ 푇 ,
2. for every arc 푒 = (푥, 푦) with 휆(푒) = 푑, we have 휂(푥)푑 = 휂(푦)푑 , that is, the glue of tile type
휂(푥) in direction 휆(푒) = 푑 matches the one of 휂(푦) in direction 휆(푒),
3. there is a unique path in (푉 ,퐸) from the root 푟 to every vertex, and the 휆-labels are
deterministic,
4. no two cycles share a vertex, and there is exactly one arc incoming to any cycle,
5. any path meets at most two cycles,
6. the sequence of edge labels (휆-labels) of any walk from 푟 (finite or infinite) is a free path,
in particular, the sequence of 휆-labels of any cycle has a non-null displacementℤ2-vector,
and
7. the sequences of 휆-labels of any two distinct rooted walks, 푤1 and 푤2 correspond todifferent ℤ2-vectors (⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푤1 ≠ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푤2).
The shape of the graph of a quipu is illustrated in Fig. 14a. Observe that Cond. 6. implies
that no two consecutive arcs in 푄 have a label 푑푑. Hence each vertex that is not a 푟 has at most
three outgoing arcs.
Directly from the definition of quipu we have the lemma below.
Lemma 35. Let 푄 be any quipu and 푝 be the free path formed by a sequence of the 휆-labels of
any rooted (finite or infinite) walk. The path o.푝 is in 훼푚푎푥, and for every vertex 푥 visited by o.푝,
휂(푥) = 훼푚푎푥(푥).
The assembly corresponding to a quipu 푄, 훼푄 is the union of 휆-labels of all rooted paths in
푄. By the above Lemma, 훼푄 ⊑ 훼푚푎푥 and 훼푄 is a producible assembly. As with 훼푚푎푥, we referto 훼푄 as to an assembly, as well as to a subgraph of ℤ2. Whenever there might be ambiguities,we use 푄-paths to address paths in the quipu and similarly 훼푚푎푥-path, ℤ2-path, 푄-vertex, etc.In the rest of the paper we show that for every  there is a quipu such that 훼푄 = 훼푚푎푥.
5.1 Quipu Zones
A quipu represents the union of paths, which by definition of quipu can visit at most two cycles.
Therefore, the vertices of a quipu are partitioned in three zones (illustrated in Fig. 14a):
• 푍0: all vertices that can be reached from the root without entering a vertex of a cycle,
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Figure 14: Quipu.
• 푍1: all vertices of cycles that can be reached from 푟 without visiting another cycle andall vertices that can be accessed from those vertices without entering another cycle, and
• 푍2: all vertices of cycles that are reached after visiting another cycle and all vertices thatcan be accessed from them.
Every walk initiated from the root is composed of a part in푍0, then an optional part in푍1, thenfinally an optional part in 푍2 if there is a part in 푍1.
Fact 36. We observe that the union of all paths that visit two cycles, a cycle 푐 in푍1 and anothercycle in 푍2 connected by a path from 푐, forms a comb. Since all paths in 푄 visit at most twocycles, and there is a unique path from 푟 to any of the vertices in푄, the assembly corresponding
to 푄 is a union of combs. The paths in 푍0 correspond to the transient part, those that visitvertices in 푍1 but not 푍2 are backbones, and the paths that visit cycles in 푍2 are the teeth. TheCond. 7. in Def. 34 implies that the combs are mutually disjoint.
In the rest of this section, 푄 and 푄′ designate quipus.
Let 푥 be any 푄-vertex. We denote by 햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) (or 햼허헏햾헋(푥) if 푄 is understood from thecontext) the subset of ℤ2 that consists of all displacement vectors associated to rooted walks
ending in 푥. These subsets of ℤ2 are semi-linear and disjoint. For a vertex 푥 in 푍0, 햼허헏햾헋(푥) =
{⃖⃖⃗푚} where 푚 is the label of a path in 푄 from 푟 to 푥. For a vertex 푥 in 푍1, 햼허헏햾헋(푥) = ⃖⃗푎 + ℕ⃖⃗푏
for some ⃖⃗푎 and non-null ⃖⃗푏 in ℤ2. For a vertex 푥 in 푍2, 햼허헏햾헋(푥) = ⃖⃗푎 + ℕ⃖⃗푏 + ℕ⃖⃗푐 for some ⃖⃗푎
and non-null and non co-linear ⃖⃗푏 and ⃖⃗푐 in ℤ2. The cover of a 푄-vertex set 푆 is defined as the
(disjoint) union of the covers of 푥 for 푥 ∈ 푆. In particular, 햼허헏햾헋푄(푄) = 햽허헆(훼푄).
5.2 Cycle Unrollings
For every circle 푐 there is only one vertex with an incoming arc from a vertex outside the cycle,
by the Cond. 4. of Def. 34. We refer to this vertex as ‘entry’ to 푐.
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Definition 37 (one-step unrolling). Let 푐 be a cycle in a quipu 푄 and let 푥푐 be the entry vertexof 푐. The (one-step) unrolling of 푐 modifies 푄 to 푄′ in the following way:
• add a new vertex 푥 with 휂(푥) = 휂(푥푐),
• if 푥푐 is a root of a subgraph 퐺 of 푄 that has no intersection with 푐, add a copy 퐺′ of 퐺(with the same labels) rooted at 푥,
• for each arc (푦, 푥푐) in푄 where 푦 is not in 푐, erase the arc (푦, 푥푐) and add an arc (푦, 푥) withthe same label, and
• for the arc (푥푐, 푧) in 푐, add an arc (푥, 푧) with the same label.
The figures 14b and 14c show a quipu before and after one-step unrolling. The result of
the one-step unrolling, 푄′, is still a quipu. The sets of sequences of 휆-labels of any walk in 푄
and 푄′ are equal; 훼푄 = 훼푄′ . The cycle 푐 is still in the quipu but its entry vertex is the vertexfollowing 푥푐 in 푐. The new vertex 푥 can be seen as a copy of 푥푐 because the set of labels of pathsthat visit 푥푐 in 푄 is the same as the set of labels of paths that visit 푄′. In addition, the copy ofvertex 푥푐, the vertex 푥, has moved one zone up (i.e., from 푍1 to 푍0 or from 푍2 to 푍1) and thecopies of any subgraph rooted at 푥푐 in푄′ is a subgraph rooted at 푥 also one zone up. Moreover,
햼허헏햾헋푄′(푥푐) = 햼허헏햾헋푄′(푥)⊎ 햼허헏햾헋푄(푥푐). The shortest path to 푥푐 in푄′ is longer than that in푄; insome sense, 푥푐 has ‘moved away from the seed’. In Sect. 6 we use unrolling to ‘move’ a vertex
푥 to add new vertices adjacent to it.
The lemma below follows directly from the definitions.
Lemma 38. The one-step unrolling 푄′ has the property that every vertex belonging to a cycle
of 푄 or on the 푄-path to a cycle is still on the 푄′-path to the same cycle or to a copy of this
cycle.
The unrolling of a cycle 푐 is the quipu obtained from푄 by a sequence of 푛, (1 ≤ 푛) one-step
unrollings of 푐. The full unrolling of a cycle is the unrolling of all its vertices, i.e., 푛 consecutive
unrolling where 푛 is the length of 푝. Let 푧 be in 푍2, then 햼허헏햾헋푄(푧) = ⃖⃖⃗푎푧 + ℕ ⃖⃖⃗푏푏 + ℕ⃖⃖⃗푐푡 where
푏푏 is the period of the backbone and 푐푡 of the tooth. If the first cycle leading to 푧 is fully
unrolled, then 햼허헏햾헋푄′(푧) = 햼허헏햾헋푄(푧) + ⃖⃖⃗푏푏. If the second cycle leading to 푧 is fully unrolled,then 햼허헏햾헋푄′(푧) = 햼허헏햾헋푄(푧) + ⃖⃖⃗푐푡.We introduce another operation on quipu 푄 that is used to extend 푄.
Definition 39. Let 푐 = 푥0,… , 푥푠−1 be a cycle in a quipu 푄 and let 푥푐 = 푥0 be the entry vertexof 푐. The 푘-multiple of 푐 modifies 푄 to a graph 푄′ in the following way:
• add new vertices 푥10, 푥11,… , 푥1푠−1,… , 푥푘−10 , 푥푘−11 ,… , 푥푘−1푠−1 with 휂(푥푖) = 휂(푥푗푖 ); and add arcs
(푥푗푖 , 푥
푗
푖+1) with arc label 휆(푥푗푖 , 푥푗푖+1) = 휆(푥푖, 푥푖+1) for all 0 ≤ 푖 < 푠 − 1 and 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푘 − 1,
• remove the arc (푥푠−1, 푥0) and add arcs (푥푠−1, 푥10), (푥푘−1푠−1 , 푥0) and (푥푗푠−1, 푥푗+10 ) for 1 ≤ 푗 <
푠 − 1 with the same arc label as (푥푠−1, 푥0), and
• for all 푖 = 0,… , 푠− 1, if 푥푖 is a root of a subgraph 퐺 of푄 that has no intersection with 푐,add a copy 퐺′ of 퐺 (with the same labels) rooted at 푥푗푖 .
The 푘-multiple of 푐 essentially expands the cycle 푐 and forms a cycle 푐푘 = 푐푐⋯ 푐. Similarly
as with unrolling, 훼푄′ = 훼푄, while the new cycle 푐푘 remains in the same zone where 푐 was. As
with unrolling we have that 햼허헏햾헋(푄′) = 햼허헏햾헋(푄), and we consider the vertices 푥푗푖 are copiesof 푥푖.
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5.3 Relations between the sets covered by the 푄-vertices
From here to the end of the section, we have the following set up: 푥 is a 푄-vertex and 푑 ∈ 퐷 is
such that there is 푡, a tile type in 푇 , whose glue on −푑 side equals the glue 휂(푥)푑 .Before proceeding with quipu construction in the next section we investigate the intersection
of the set 햼허헏햾헋(푥) + 푑 with the covers of the other vertices in 푄.
Fact 40. The vertices of 햼허헏햾헋(푥)+ ⃖⃗푑must belong to 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥); either those vertices aremapped
to 푡 by 훼푚푎푥, or those vertices are in causal portion of vertices in 햼허헏햾헋(푥)+ ⃖⃗푑 and the producibleassembly has already placed other tiles in those locations that are obstacles for 푡 and 푄 already
account for them.
Let 푦 be any 푄-vertex.
Lemma 41 (푍0). If 푥 or 푦 belongs to 푍0 then
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) ⊆ {푧} for some
푧 ∈ ℤ2.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the fact that the cover of every vertex in 푍0 is a sin-gleton.
Lemma 42 (푍1 and 푍1). If 푥 and 푦 belong to 푍1 then:(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = 퐹0 ∪
(
퐹1 + ℕ⃖⃗푏
)
(2)
where 퐹0 and 퐹1 are finite sets. If 퐹1 is not empty, then 푥 and 푦 belong to combs with co-linear
backbones in the same direction and 푏 is the lcm of their periods.
Proof. Since 푥 and 푦 belong to푍1, 햼허헏햾헋(푥) = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푎푥+ℕ ⃖⃖⃗푏푥 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ⃖⃖⃗푎푦+ℕ ⃖⃖⃗푏푦 where 푏푥 and
푏푦 are periods of the backbone of 푥 and 푦 respectively. Then 햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑 = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푎푥 + ⃖⃗푑 + ℕ ⃖⃖⃗푏푥.
If ⃖⃖⃗푏푥 and ⃖⃖⃗푏푦 are not co-linear or ⃖⃖⃗푏푥 = 푐 ⃖⃖⃗푏푦 for some negative rational number 푐, then theintersection in (2) is finite. If the backbones are different but co-linear and the displacement
vectors of their periods are in the same direction, then we take the ⃖⃗푏 = lcm( ⃖⃖⃗푏푥, ⃖⃖⃗푏푦) which is also
in the same direction. Then 햼허헏햾헋(푥) = 퐴푥 +ℕ⃖⃗푏 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = 퐴푦 +ℕ⃖⃗푏 where 퐴푥 and 퐴푦 arefinite subsets of ℤ2. The lemma follows.
Lemma 43 (푍1 and 푍2). If one of vertices 푥, 푦 belongs to 푍1 and the other to 푍2 then one of
the three conditions hold:
1.
||||(햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑) ∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦)|||| <∞,
2.
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ⃖⃗푎+ℕ⃖⃗푏, 푥 and 푦 belong to the same comb and ⃖⃗푏 is the period
of the backbone, or
3. 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
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Proof. Consider the case when
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) is infinite. If 푥 and 푦 belong to
different combs, because these are combs of 푄, they are disjoint. Since (sufficiently away from
the seed) points of the two combs are connected by an edge (corresponding to the connection
with glue 푑) the two combs are connected in 훼푚푎푥 by infinite number of edges, from a tooth ofone comb to the backbone of the other comb. By Lem. 33, 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.In the case when 푥 and 푦 belong to the same comb, let 푏 be the period of the comb backbone
and 푐 be the period of the tooth. Without loss of generality, we can assume 푥 to be in 푍1 and
푦 in 푍2. Then 햼허헏햾헋(푥) = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푎푥 + ℕ⃖⃗푏 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ⃖⃖⃗푎푦 + ℕ⃖⃗푏 + ℕ⃖⃗푐 where 푏 is the period of thebackbone and 푐 the tooth of 푦. Since 푐 is not co-linear with 푏, the lemma follows.
Lemma 44 (푍2 and 푍2). If both 푥 and 푦 belong to 푍2 then one of the three conditions hold,
1.
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ∅,
2.
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
= 햼허헏햾헋(푦) or
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
△햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ⃖⃗푎+ℕ⃖⃗푏 (where△ denotes
the symmetric difference), 푥 and 푦 belong to the same comb and ⃖⃗푏 is the period of the
backbone, or
3. 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
Proof. Suppose
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) is not empty. If 푥 and 푦 belong to different proto-
teeth, due to periodicity of the teeth, there are infinite number of vertices in the intersection
햼허헏햾헋(푦) ∩
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
and hence infinite number of edges with endpoints on both teeth.
By Lem. 32, 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
Hence 푥 and 푦 must belong to the same proto-tooth, and 햼허헏햾헋(푥) = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푎푥 + ℕ⃖⃗푏 + ℕ⃖⃗푐 and
햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ⃖⃖⃗푎푦 + ℕ⃖⃗푏 + ℕ⃖⃗푐 where 푏 is the period of its backbone and 푐 is the period of the tooth.Since we assume 1. and 3. do not hold, we have that:(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
△ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) =
(
퐹 + ℕ⃖⃗푏
)
∪
(
퐺 + ℕ⃖⃗푐
)
where 퐹 and 퐺 are finite subsets of ℤ2. Because 푥 and 푦 are part of the same proto-tooth, due
to periodicity, if there is a connection between a point in ℤ2 in 햼허헏햾헋(푥) and in 햼허헏햾헋(푦), this
connection appears throughout the tooth and the set 퐺 + ℕ⃖⃗푐 must be empty, except possibly
close to the backbone, which repeats with every period of the backbone. But the vertices 푥 and
푦 can be either part of a decoration of a tooth, or be part of the periodic portion of the tooth, and
within one period of 푐, 햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) can intersect at most once. Hence, if 2 ≤ |퐹 |
then there are two periods of 푐 where 햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) miss their intersection. Using
a similar argument as in the proof of Lem. 1, it follows that 햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) do not
intersect through out the tooth, implying Cond. 2.. Therefore,
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
△ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) is
either empty, or ⃖⃗푎 + ℕ⃖⃗푏.
6 Quipu Extension
In this section we show that a quipu 푄 associated with  can be extended to 푄′ if 햽허헆(훼푄) ⊊
햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) such that 햽허헆(훼푄) ⊊ 햽허헆(훼푄′) ⊆ 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥). We use a formal notation 푄[grid] to
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indicate that 훼푚푎푥 is a grid.
Definition 45 (quipu extension). Aquipu푄′ associated to  is an extension of푄 if the following
hold:
1. the sequence of 휆-labels of any rooted 푄-walk is also the sequence of 휆′-labels of some
rooted 푄′-walk (훼푄 ⊑ 훼푄′),
2. every cycle 푐 of 푄 is (possibly unrolled) in 푄′ or there is a 푘-multiple of 푐 in 푄′.
If 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, then for every quipu 푄 associated to  we consider 푄[grid] to be an extensionof 푄.
Suppose 햽허헆(훼푄) ⊊ 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) for a quipu 푄 associated with  . Because the subgraphsof ℤ2 induced by 햽허헆(훼푄) and 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) are connected and intersect, there is a vertex 푦 in
햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) ⧵ 햽허헆(훼푄) that is incident to a vertex 푥 in 훼푄 in some direction 푑. Suppose 훼푄(푥) =
훼푚푎푥(푥) = 푡 and 훼푚푎푥(푦) = 푡′ such that 푡푑 = 푡′푑 . The following Lemma shows that there is an
extension푄′ of a푄 such that 푥+ ⃖⃗푑 ∈ 햽허헆(훼푄′). The extension may increase the domain of 훼푄′by more than one point of the lattice ℤ2.
Lemma 46 (add a vertex to푄). Let푋 be a set of푄-vertices with label 푡 ∈ 푇 and 푑 a direction
such that there is tile type 푡′ in 푇 with 푡푑 = 푡′푑 . Then either 훼푚푎푥 is a grid or there is an extension
푄′ of quipu 푄 satisfying
햼허헏햾헋푄(푋) + ⃖⃗푑 ⊆ 햼허헏햾헋(푄′) .
Proof. Recall that unrolling of cycles or forming 푘-multiples of cycles may add in 푋 copies
of vertices already in 푋. The copies are added to 푋 immediately so that 햼허헏햾헋(푋) does not
change with these operations. Let 푥 ∈ 푋 such that 햼허헏햾헋(푥)+ ⃖⃗푑 ⊈ 햽허헆(훼푄) (but 햼허헏햾헋(푥)+ ⃖⃗푑 ⊆
햽허헆(훼푚푎푥)).
If 푥 ∈ 푋 belongs to 푍0, then 햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) + ⃖⃗푑 is either empty or a singleton. In former case
푄′ = 푄, while in the latter case푄′ is obtained by adding a vertex 푥′ with 휂(푥′) = 푡′ and an edge
(푥, 푥′) with 휆(푥, 푥′) = 푑.
Suppose now 푥 belongs to 푍1 ∪푍2.
If ||||(햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) + ⃖⃗푑) ∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푄)|||| = ∅, the desired quipu 푄′ is obtained such that we add a
vertex 푥′ in푄 and an arc (푥, 푥′)with 휂(푥′) = 푡′ and 휆(푥, 푥′) = 푑. If ||||(햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) + ⃖⃗푑) ∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푄)|||| <
∞, then there are a finite number of vertices 푦 such that ||||(햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) + ⃖⃗푑) ∩ 햼허헏햾헋푄(푦)|||| < ∞and for each such 푦 we do the following. We ‘move’ 푥 away from the seed by unrolling the
closest to 푥 cycle in 푄 leading to 푥 finite number of times. With this we obtain a new quipu 푄̂
with copies 푥̂ of 푥 such that
(
햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푥̂) + ⃖⃗푑
)
⊆ 햽허헆(훼푄) and 햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푦)∩
(
햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
= ∅
for every 푄̂-vertex 푦. Then the desired quipu 푄′ is obtained such that we add a vertex 푥′ in 푄̂
and an arc (푥, 푥′) with 휂(푥′) = 푡′ and 휆(푥, 푥′) = 푑. Please note that the copies of 푥 are one zone
below.
Consider the case when
(
햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푄) is infinite. Let 푦 be a 푄-vertex (nec-
essarily in 푍1 ∪푍2) such that 햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑 ∩ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) is infinite. When 푥 and 푦 both belong to
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푍2, by Lem. 44, if 훼푚푎푥 is not a grid, it must be either (a) 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = (햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑) and in that
case there is no extension of 푄, i.e., 푄′ = 푄, or, (b) 햼허헏햾헋(푦)△ (햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑) = ⃖⃗푎 + ℕ⃖⃗푏 and
푦 and 푥 belong to the same proto-tooth and ⃖⃗푏 is the period of the backbone. A full unrolling of
the cycle corresponding to the proto-tooth forms quipu 푄̂ by adding copies 푥′ to 푥 and 푦′ to 푦 in
푍1 and 햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) = 햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푥)⊎ 햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푥′) (and similarly for 푦′). It follows that ⃖⃗푎+ℕ⃖⃗푏 (being
in 푍1) is either 햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푥′) + ⃖⃗푑 or 햼허헏햾헋푄̂(푦′). Since 햼허헏햾헋(푄̂) does not contain 햼허헏햾헋푄(푥) + ⃖⃗푑,
it is the former case. Then the desired quipu 푄′ is obtained by adding a vertex 푥′′ in 푄̂ and an
arc (푥′, 푥′′) with 휂(푥′′) = 푡′ and 휆(푥′, 푥′′) = 푑. The process is repeated for every such 푥 and 푦
in 푍2.When 푥 belongs to 푍2 and 푦 belongs to 푍1, or 푥 belongs to 푍1 and 푦 belongs to 푍2, by
Lem. 43, if 훼푚푎푥 is not a grid, it must be 햼허헏햾헋(푦)∩
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
= ⃖⃗푎+ℕ⃖⃗푏 and 푦 and 푥 belong
to the same comb. By fully unrolling the cycle in 푍2 the intersection in question becomes anintersection between two vertices in 푍1.When both 푥 and 푦 belong to 푍1, by Lem. 42, if 훼푚푎푥 is not a grid, it must be 햼허헏햾헋(푦) ∩(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
= 퐹0 ∪
(
퐹1 + ℕ⃖⃗푏
)
where 퐹0 and 퐹1 are finite sets, and when 퐹1 is not empty,
then 푥 and 푦 belong to combs with co-linear backbones with displacement in the same direction
and ⃖⃗푏 is the lcm of their cycles. The vertices in 퐹0 are at the beginning of the cycles correspond-ing to the back-bone cycles. Both cycles can be unrolled until the cover of the entry vertex for
both has a vertex in (퐹1 +ℕ⃖⃗푏). New vertices and appropriate arcs to copies of 푥 are added sim-ilarly as above. We perform a |푏|∕|푏푥|-multiple of 푏푥, the cycle with vertex 푥. The new cycle
contains 푥, and 푥1,… , 푥푘−1 copies of 푥 and 햼허헏햾헋(푦) ∩ (햼허헏햾헋(푥푖) + ⃖⃗푑) = ∅ for 푖 = 1,… , 푘− 1,
and
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥) + ⃖⃗푑
)
⊆ 햼허헏햾헋(푦). Then we obtain 푄′ by adding vertices 푥′푖 with 휂(푥′푖) = 푡′ and
arcs (푥푖, 푥′푖) with 휆(푥푖, 푥′푖) = 푑 when
(
햼허헏햾헋(푥푖) + ⃖⃗푑
)
⊆ 햼허헏햾헋(푦) = ∅.
In all cases, it follows directly from the construction, the conditions 1. and 2. of Def. 45 are
satisfied.
The new quipu 푄′ obtained with extension in direction 푑 as in the construction in the proof
of Lem. 46 is denoted 푄[푋, 푡, 푑].
The following lemma is an essential observation in the construction of a quipu that corre-
sponds to 훼푚푎푥. It means that we can concentrate on finite and ultimately periodic paths. It (andits proof) is similar in flavor to Lem. 14.
Lemma 47 (Ultimately periodic path and quipu). If there is an infinite path 휋 in 훼푚푎푥 such that
휋∩훼푄 is finite, then there exists an infinite ultimately periodic path 휋′ = o.푚푝휔 such that 휋′∩훼푄
is finite.
Proof. If the quipu has no cycles then 훼푄 is finite. The existence of 휋, by Th. 24, implies thatthere is an ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥. This path can intersect 훼푄 at only finite number ofpoints.
So we suppose that푄 has a cycle 퐶 . Let o.푚푝휔 be the path in 훼푄 corresponding to the cycle
퐶 in the quipu. Since the number of intersections between 휋 and 훼푄 is finite, by replacing 푚 by
푚푝⋯ 푝 if necessary, we can assume that there is no intersection between 휋 and (o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝휔. Let
푖 be the largest index of 휋 of any intersection with o.푚 and let푚′ be the suffix of푚 starting at 휋푖.Consider the bi-infinite path 휔푝푚′ .휋J푖,+∞K and its (infinite) right region 푅. Because any path in
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훼푄 generated by a cycle 퐶 ′ in푄 has a finite intersection with both 휋 and o.푚푝휔, and the numberof cycles in 푄 is finite, we can choose o.푚푝휔 such that the intersection of 푅 and 햼허헏햾헋(퐶 ′) for
any cycle 퐶 ′ ≠ 퐶 is finite.
Then the statement of the lemma follows directly from Lem. 14 and Cor. 15.
6.1 Transient Step: extending quipu 푄 with a finite path o.푚 in 훼푚푎푥
The quipu is modified to cover each vertex of the path, inductively one displacement at the time.
Through the traversal of the displacements in 푚, we record a quipu, 푄′ together with a set of
푄′-vertices, 푋 that have the same label and contains a vertex covering the 훼푚푎푥-vector o + 푙⃗where 푙 is the current prefix of 푚. The induction starts at 푙 = 휀 with (푄, {푟}).
Let 푙′ = 푙푑 where 푑 ∈ 퐷 and 푙′ is a prefix of 푚. Suppose (푄,푋) is generated with by the
traversal of the path o.푙. Using Lem. 46, we generate the quipu 푄′ = 푄[푋, 훼푚푎푥(o+ 푙 ⃖⃗푑), 푑] and
a set of 푄′-vertices 푌 such that 햼허헏햾헋푄(푋) + ⃖⃗푑 ⊆ 햼허헏햾헋푄′(푌 ). We set 푋′ to be the subset of 푌
of vertices labelled by the tile type at o + ⃖⃗푙′ in 훼푚푎푥. If the extension step detects that 훼푚푎푥 is agrid, the extension stops and output 푄[grid].
At each step, by Lem. 46, quipu 푄′ is an extension of 푄. In the construction some cycles
may be unrolled, as in the proof of Lem. 46.
Since o.푚 belongs to 훼푚푎푥, all necessary vertices traversing o.푚 in 훼푚푎푥 are part of 푄[o.푚],(but not necessarily all the directions as edges, which are added only with new vertices). The
set 햼허헏햾헋푄′(푋′) where푋′ is the last set of quipu-vectors contains the point o+ ⃖⃖⃗푚, plus possiblyothers.
The result of the extension is the last generated quipu. It is denoted 푄[푚].
6.2 Periodic Step: extending quipu 푄 with an ultimately periodic path
퐴.푚푝휔 in 훼푚푎푥 such that 햽허헆(퐴.푚푝휔) ∩ 햽허헆(훼푄) = {퐴}
Denote with 푇푚 and 퐶푝 the path and the cycle of tile types populating vertices inℤ2 correspond-ing to퐴.푚푝휔 in 훼푚푎푥, i.e. 훼푚푎푥((퐴+ ⃖⃖⃗푚).푝휔) = 푇푚퐶휔푝 (by Lem. 8, 퐶푝 and 푇푚 exist). If 푇푚 is empty,set 푇푚 = 퐶푝 and consider extension 퐶푝퐶휔푝 . We have that |퐶푝| = 푘|푝| for some 푘 ≥ 1. Because
퐴.푚푝휔 is in domain of 훼푚푎푥 and intersects 훼푄 only at point 퐴, addition of a path 푇푚 and a cycle
퐶푝 to the quipu 푄 is possible, with possibly unrolling one or two cycles. Let 푥퐴 be the vertexin 푄 such that 퐴 ∈ 햼허헏햾헋(푥퐴).
(푥퐴 ∈ 푍2, move 푥퐴 to 푍1). Consider the case 푥퐴 in 푍2 and let 푐 be the cycle in 푍2 with a pathleading to 푥퐴. If ⃖⃗푝 is colinear to ⃖⃗푐 then 퐴.푚푝휔 is possibly a new pseudo-tooth and we unroll 푐such that 푥퐴 ends in 푍1. If ⃖⃗푝 is not colinear to ⃖⃗푐 then since 퐴 is the only intersection with 훼푄,the situation has to be as in Fig. 15 (double line paths). We unroll 푐 such that 푥퐴 ends in 푍1.All other repetitions of free paths 푚푝휔 starting at periodic appearances of points in 햼허헏햾헋(푥퐴)have to be ‘blocked’, as shown in the figure. Otherwise, if 푚푝휔 can start at a point in 햼허헏햾헋(푥퐴)other than 퐴, (from the backbone, or from a tooth), it can be repeated infinitely many times and
would intersect another tooth implying that 훼푚푎푥 is a grid by Lem. 31.
(푥퐴 ∈ 푍1, adding a backbone or a proto-tooth). Consider the case 푥퐴 in 푍1. We first unroll 푏
until 햼허헏햾헋(푥퐴) = 퐴 + ⃖⃗푏ℕ where 푏 is a backbone cycle. If ⃖⃗푝 is co-linear to ⃖⃗푏, then 퐴.푚푝휔 is anindependent backbone and we unroll 푏 such that 푥퐴 ends in 푍0.
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Figure 15: Adding an ultimately periodic path to 푍2.
Otherwise, if for all points퐵 ∈ 햼허헏햾헋(푥퐴) = 퐴+ ⃖⃗푏ℕwe have that 햽허헆(퐵.푚푝휔)∩햽허헆(훼푄) =
{퐵} then we add to 푄 at 푥퐴 a path 푇푚 and add a new cycle with arc labels 푝푘 having |퐶푝| newvertices and |퐶푝| arcs. This new cycle is a proto-tooth for the backbone 푏. Otherwise, if forsome {퐵} ⊊ 햽허헆(퐵.푚푝휔) ∩ 햽허헆(훼푄) we unroll 푏 such that 퐴 is in 푍0.
(푥퐴 ∈ 푍0, adding a backbone). Consider 푥퐴 in푍0. Then 햼허헏햾헋(푥퐴) = {퐴}. Let 푟퐴 be the pathrooted at 푟 to 푥퐴 and 햽허헆(퐴.푚푝휔) intersects 햽허헆(푟퐴) at 푥퐴. We add to 푄 a path 푇푚 and add anew cycle with |퐶푝| new vertices and |퐶푝| arcs as above. All new vertices have covers that donot intersect with 햽허헆(훼푄).The example in Fig. 16 illustrates the situation when 푥퐴 is in푍1 and 푚 = 휀. Unless 훼푚푎푥 is agrid, there are two possibilities: independent backbones or a comb. If these are two independent
backbones as in Fig. 16a then both cycles are unrolled to that they do not intersect. Otherwise
it is the situation in Fig. 16b, the proto-tooth cycle has to be unrolled.
T
T
T
T
T
(a) independent backbones
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
(b) comb
Figure 16: Two cycles sharing a vertex.
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The result of this extension is denoted 푄[퐴.푚푝휔].
6.3 Quipu Build-up Step: extending quipu 푄 with an ultimately periodic
path o.푚푝휔 in 훼푚푎푥 such that 햽허헆(o.푚푝휔) ∩ 햽허헆(훼푄) is finite
Let 퐴 ∈ ℤ2 and 푚′ and 푚′′ be free paths such that 푚′.퐴.푚′′푝휔 = o.푚푝휔 and 햽허헆(퐴.푚′′푝휔) ∩
햽허헆(훼푄) = {퐴}. The quipu extension 푄′ is defined to be the quipu obtained from 푄 by firstperforming the Periodic extension for 퐴.푚′′푝휔 followed by the Transient extension for the path
o.푚′′. In that case we write 푄′ = 푄[푚푝휔] = (푄[퐴.푚′푝휔]) [푚′′].
By the construction of the Periodic and the Transient Extension Steps, it might happen that
the Quipu Build-up Step yields 푄[grid]. If it is not the case, 푄′ is an extension of 푄 such that
햽허헆(o.푚푝휔) ⊆ 햽허헆(훼푄′) as explained below.
Lemma 48. Let 햽허헆(o.푚푝휔)∩햽허헆(훼푄) be finite for a path o.푚푝휔 in 훼푚푎푥, and let푄′ be obtained
from 푄 by a Quipu Build-up Step. If 푄′ ≠ 푄[grid] then the number of cycles in 푄′ = 푄[푚푝휔]
is larger than the number of cycles in 푄 and 햽허헆(o.푚푝휔) ⊆ 햽허헆(훼푄′).
Proof. Let 퐴 ∈ ℤ2 is such that 햽허헆(퐴.푚′′푝휔) ∩ 햽허헆(훼푄) = {퐴} and 푚′.퐴.푚′′푝휔 = o.푚푝휔. So,there is a vertex in푄whose cover contains퐴. The lemma follows directly from the construction
of the Periodic Extension step. Because o.푚푝휔 is in 훼푚푎푥,퐴.푚′′푝휔 must be in the 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴).Unless 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, the Periodic Extension Step adds a cycle. Let 푄′ be the quipu obtainedfrom 푄 at the end of the Periodic Extension Step. By the single direction extensions within the
Transient Extension Step, for each prefix 푙 of 푚′, 햼허헏햾헋(푄′) contains o + 푙⃗.
If there is no ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥 that intersects 훼푄 a finite number of times, byLem. 47, there are no infinite paths in 훼푚푎푥 that have a finite intersection with 훼푄. If 햽허헆(훼푄) ⊊
햽허헆(훼푚푎푥), then there are vertices in 훼푚푎푥 adjacent to 햽허헆(훼푄) but not in 훼푄. Let 푑 be a directionof one such edge and 푡 the label of the corresponding vertex in 훼푄 incident to the edge. Thenwe set 푄′ = 푄[푋, 푑, 푡] to be an extension of 푄 obtained by addition of a direction 푑 with tile 푡
as in Lem. 46.
If 햽허헆(훼푄) = 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) then we, set 푄′ = 푄[halt].
The theorem below shows that if theQuipuBuild-up Step cannot extend푄with an ultimately
periodic path, then there are only decorations that can be added to its structure such that its paths
cover whole domain of 훼푚푎푥, and those decorations can be added in a finite number of steps.
Theorem 49. Let 푄 be such that 햽허헆(훼푄) ⊊ 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥). Suppose for all infinite paths 휋 in
훼푚푎푥 such that 햽허헆(휋) ⊈ 햽허헆(훼푄) the intersection 햽허헆(휋) ∩ 햽허헆(훼푄) is infinite. Then there
are finite number of Quipu Build-up Steps of the form 푄[푋, 푑, 푡] that extend 푄 to 푄′ such that
햽허헆(훼푄′) = 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥).
Proof. Because both 훼푚푎푥 and 훼푄 are connected and have a non-empty intersection, there is avertex 푦 in 훼푚푎푥 and 푥 in푄 such that 푦 ∉ 햼허헏햾헋(푄) and 푦 ∈ 햼허헏햾헋(푥)+푑 for some 푑 ∈ 퐷. Then
푄 is extended to푄[{푥}, 푑, 휂(푥)] whose cover contains 푦. An extension of the form푄[{푥}, 푑, 푡]
is performed step by step as long as there is a vertex in 훼푚푎푥 that is not in 훼푄. When such avertex does not exist, 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) = 햽허헆(훼푄) and the extension becomes 푄[halt]. In order tocover the whole domain of 훼푚푎푥 with only finite number of such extensions, we first extend withdirections that are incident to covers of 푄-vertices in 푍2, then in 푍1, and finally in 푍0.
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If 푥 belongs to푍2, then the extension푄[{푥}, 푑, 푡] adds vertices to some proto-tooth 푃 . The
set of vertices covered by 푃 is of the form 퐹 +ℕ⃖⃗푏+ℕ⃖⃗푐 where 퐹 is a finite set 푏 is the period of
its backbone and 푐 is the period of the tooth. If a vertex 푦 is added to 푄 at proto-tooth 푃 , then
햼허헏햾헋푄′(푦) = 퐹 ′ + ℕ⃖⃗푏 + ℕ⃖⃗푐 for some finite 퐹 ′. Since the covers of distinct vertices of 푄 aredisjoint, the number of vertices that can be added are bounded between two consecutive teeth
of 푃 that are ⃖⃗푏 apart and the periods of the teeth ⃖⃗푐. Hence, the number of additions is bounded
by the number of vertices in the parallelogram of sides ⃖⃗푏 and ⃖⃗푐 and there are only finitely many
such vertices, and therefore, finitely many additions to teeth in 푍2.If 푥 belongs to푍1, it belongs to some backbone 푏. Any extension with a vertex incident to a
vertex in푍1 adds to the cover of quipu a set퐹+ℕ⃖⃗푏where퐹 is a finite set and ⃖⃗푏 is the period of itsbackbone. With every addition, the vertices that are being added are at an eventually increasing
distance from the periodic portion 푏 of the backbone. Hence, by continuous addition, after
some possible unrollings of 푏, there is a branch of arbitrary length attached to 푏 in the quipu.
If infinitely many vertex additions are made to 푏, by König’s lemma there exist an infinite path
휋 in 푍1 starting at a vertex 푧 in 푏. By construction, the infinite path o.푚휋 where 푚 is thelabel of the shortest path from the root to 푧 intersects 푄 only finite number of times. We also
observe that o.푚휋 must be an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥. Let 푋 = 햼허헏햾헋(푍0). Then 푋 is finiteand remains unchanged after new vertices are added to 푄. Because the added vertices are at
increased distance from the backbone 푏, there is 푘 such that the cover of the 푗th added vertex
in the quipu does not intersect any ±푘 ⋅ ⃖⃗푏 translation of 푋. This means that sufficiently away
from푍0, every addition of a new vertex in푄 appears in its non-causal part, and no unrolling of
푏 is performed, that is the number of times 푏 is unrolled is finite. Thus o.푚휋 belongs to 훼푚푎푥, acontradiction with assumption that there is no infinite path in 훼푚푎푥 that has only a finite numberof intersections with 훼푄. Therefore the number of vertex additions in 푍1 is finite.If infinitely many vertex additions on 푍0 were possible, then using similar arguments asabove, by König’s lemma there would be an infinite branch, with an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥 finitelyintersecting 훼푄. This is again contradiction with our assumption that no such path exists.Therefore, in a finite number of steps, an extension푄′ of푄 is obtained satisfying 햽허헆(푄′) =
햽허헆(훼푚푎푥).
7 Quipu Construction in Finite Steps
In this section, we prove that it is possible to build quipu that covers 훼푚푎푥. We assume that 훼푚푎푥is infinite, otherwise, 훼푚푎푥 is covered by a quipu identical to a spanning tree of 훼푚푎푥.
Definition 50. A quipu filtration corresponding to TAS  is a sequence푄 = (푄0, 푄1,… , 푄푖,…)of quipus associated to  such that 푄0 = {푟}, and for each 푖 > 0, 푄푖+1 is generated from 푄푖 bysome extension.
A filtration 푄 is finite if there is 푖 such that 푄푖 = 푄[grid] or 푄푖 = 푄[halt]. The aim of thissection is to show that for each TAS  there is a finite quipu filtration. If the filtration ends with
푄[halt], then by definition of 푄[halt], the domain of the last quipu in the filtration coincides
with 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥).For a chosen order of directions퐷, we order ultimately periodic producible assembly paths
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o.푚푝휔 for 푚 and 푝 not empty as follows:
푚1푝
휔
1 < 푚2푝
휔
2 if
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
|푚1|+|푝1| < |푚2|+|푝2||푚1|+|푝1| = |푚2|+|푝2| ∧ |푚1| < |푚2||푚1|+|푝1| = |푚2|+|푝2| ∧ |푚1| = |푚2| ∧ 푚1푝1 < 푚2푝2 in alphabetical order.
This is a well ordering and such sequences can be enumerated by a breath first search.
In the rest of the section 푄 refers to a filtration for a TAS  that is defined inductively asfollows. The induction starts with the quipu 푄0 = {푟}, then 훼푄0 is {o}. Let 푚0푝휔0 be the leastultimately periodic path according to the above order such that o.푚0푝휔0 is in 훼푚푎푥 and finitelyintersect 훼푄. The ultimately periodic path o.푚0푝휔0 exists in 훼푚푎푥 because if 훼푚푎푥 is not finite it ispara-periodic by Th. 24. Then we set 푄1 = 푄0[푚0푝휔0 ] as a result of a Quipu Build-up Step. Itfollows that every 푄푖 ∈ 푄 has a cycle for positive 푖.If푄푖 = 푄[grid], or푄푖 = 푄[halt], the filtration stops and it is finite. Otherwise, let 푃푖 be theordered list of ultimately periodic paths in 훼푚푎푥 that finitely intersect 훼푄푖 .If 푃푖 = ∅, i.e., for each paths 푚푝휔 it holds that either it is not in 훼푚푎푥, or its intersectionwith 햽허헆(훼푄푖) is not finite, then by Lem. 47, there are no infinite paths in 훼푚푎푥 that have a finiteintersection with 훼푄. Let 푑 be a direction for which there is a vertex 푥 in 훼푄푖 whose cover isadjacent to a vertex in 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) ⧵ 햽허헆(훼푄푖) in direction 푑. Let 푡 = 휂(푥). Then we replace
푄푖 by 푄푖[{푥}, 푑, 푡] as long as there is such an 푥, first we consider vertices 푥 in 푍2, then in 푍1,and at the end vertices in 푍0. By Th. 49, there is a finite number of extensions of this type, andeventually vertices like 푥 do not exist, the obtained quipu is푄푖+1 hence 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥) = 햽허헆(훼푄푖+1)and 푄푖+1 = 푄[halt].
Suppose 푃푖 ≠ ∅ and let 푚푝휔 be the least element in 푃푖. We perform the following steps:
1. for every cycle 푐 in푄푖 (in푍1 or in푍2) such that 푝 and 푐 are not co-linear, for any 푝̂ ∈ 헋허헍(푝)and 푐̂ ∈ 헋허헍(푐) test whether the following is an assembly in  starting from some tile 푡
(not necessarily producible):
휔푝̂.o.푝̂휔 ⊔ 휔푐̂.o.푐̂휔 . (3)
If any such exists, then 훼푚푎푥 is a grid by Lem. 31 and we set 푄푖+1 = 푄[grid], otherwise
2. set 푄푖+1 to be 푄푖[푚푝휔] as a result of a Quipu Build-up Step.
In order to show that the filtration 푄 is finite, it only remains to show that the inductionuses step 2. above only finite number of times. In the rest of this section, we show that there is
an 푖 such that either 푄푖 = 푄[grid] or 푃푖 is empty.
7.1 Grids are detected within a finite number of steps
We observe that if 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, the sequence of quipu extensions in the filtration describedabove stops in a finite number of steps.
Lemma 51 (Grid detection). If 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, then there the filtration푄 is finite and ends with
푄[grid].
Proof. Suppose 훼푚푎푥 = 헀헋헂햽(푚, 푝, 푞). Let 푝0 be the first cycle added to the filtration. Consider theleast 푛푠휔 in the ordered list of ultimately periodic paths that is in 훼푚푎푥 such that 푠 is non colinear
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to 푝0. By Lem. 29, since there are assembly periodic paths with cycles 푝0 and 푠, there are alsobi-infinite assembly periodic paths with the same cycles (not necessarily producible). Because
the cycles are not colinear, and 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, there is an assembly (not necessarily producible)where these bi-infinite paths intersect at a vertex so that the condition (3) is satisfied.
The list of ultimately periodic free paths is well-ordered so the filtration process will reach
the free path 푛푠휔. Let푄푖 be the quipu constructed thus far. At this point, all the cycles in푄푖 arecolinear to 푝0; and therefore there are no proto-teeth added to these backbones. The ultimatelyperiodic path o.푛푠휔 has only finitely many intersections with the finitely many non-colinear
toothless backbones in 푄푖. Hence, the corresponding 푃푖 has 푛푠휔 as its least element and theextension 푄[푛푠휔] is considered. The first step in this extension process is checking condition
(3) which uncovers the grid.
In the rest of this section, it is assumed that 훼푚푎푥 is not a grid. Suppose for each 푖, 푃푖 ≠ ∅.We have that 푃푖+1 ⊊ 푃푖. We obtain a contradiction in the construction of 푄 .
7.2 Comb representatives
We consider a special set of combs, which we call a set of comb representatives.
Definition 52. A set of combs with non-empty teeth  is said to be a set of comb representatives
for 훼푚푎푥 if
1. the backbone of every comb in 훼푚푎푥 with non-empty teeth intersects infinitely often abackbone of a comb in  ,
2. backbones of any two combs in  do not intersect.
The first condition implies that any backbone of every comb in 훼푚푎푥 with non-empty teethis co-linear with a backbone of a comb in  .
Lemma 53 (finite comb representatives). If 훼푚푎푥 has a finite set of comb representatives, then
all comb representatives are finite.
Proof. Suppose there is a set of comb representatives  that is infinite. If a backbone inter-
sects another backbone infinite number of times, then they have colinear displacement vectors.
Hence, if two combs in  have parallel backbones, they to not intersect. Let 푝휔1 and 푝휔2 be suchbackbones with ⃖⃖⃗푝1 = 푎⃖⃖⃗푝2. Suppose 푎 is positive. Because these are combs with teeth, if 훼푚푎푥 isnot a grid, the teeth cannot intersect, nor they can intersect with the backbone of the other comb.
So either the right, or the left region of the bi-infinite path 휔푝1푚1 .o.푚2푝휔2 cannot have any teeth(푚1 and 푚2 are the corresponding transient parts). So there cannot be a third backbone parallelto 푝1 and 푝2 in the same direction. Therefore,  can have at most four combs with co-linearbackbones. Hence, the set of backbone displacement vectors of combs in  is infinite and there
cannot be any finite set of comb representatives (with a finite set of displacement vectors).
This proves that if  is finite, then the number of non-colinear backbones with teeth in 훼푚푎푥,
푒 satisfies: 푒 ≤ || ≤ 4푒.
Lemma 54 (quipu with finite comb representatives). If 훼푚푎푥 has a finite set of comb represen-
tatives, then there is 푗 and 푄푗 ∈ 푄 such that the set of non-empty teeth combs in 푄푗 forms a
set of comb representatives.
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Proof. The proof follows directly from the extensions in Quipu Build-up steps. If a path 푚푝휔
is the least element in 푃푖 then, 푄푖+1 = 푄푖[푚푝휔] and 햽허헆(o.푚푝휔) ⊆ 햽허헆(푄푖+1) (Lem. 48). Sincethere is a finite set of comb representatives for 훼푚푎푥, there is a bound퐵 on the backbone transientand period lengths for combs in this set of representatives. So, there is 푗 such that all ultimately
periodic paths 푚푝휔 such that 푝 is a backbone of a comb with teeth and |푝| > 퐵 intersect 푄푗infinitely often. Hence, the set of cycles in 푍1 of 푄푗 contains backbone periods of all combsin a set of representatives. The teeth of these combs (if their respective cycles are not already
in 푄푗) intersect 푄푗 finitely often (otherwise, there is an intersection between two combs and byLem. 32, 훼푚푎푥 is a grid). Hence 푃푗 contains ultimately periodic paths that correspond to all theseteeth. Observe that if two backbones are co-linear and they intersect infinitely often, far from the
seed, after both transient parts are passed, a tooth for one of the backbone is also a tooth for the
other (differing by a segment close to the backbone). There are only finite number of teeth (close
to the seed) that might be teeth for one of the backbone, but not the other. Hence, after finite
Quipu Build-up extension steps a quipu is extended with a tooth of a comb backbone, which
will show as a proto-tooth cycle in푍2 attached to one of the backbones of comb representatives.Because there are finite number of proto-teeth for each comb (Lem. 26) in finite number of steps,
at least one proto-tooth for all backbones of comb representatives will appear in an extension of
푄푗 .
7.3 Pseudo-combs and infinite hits
Lemma 55. Suppose the filtration푄 is infinite. For every 푘 ≥ 1 there is an 푖 and a direction 푑
such that 푄푖 has a rooted path 휋 in 푍0 and 푘 cycles in 푍1 corresponding to ultimately periodic
paths o.푚′푗푑푚′′푗 푝휔푗 ∈ 훼푄푖 (푗 = 1,… , 푘) such that 푚′푗 are distinct prefixes of 휋 and no 푚′푗푑 is a
prefix of 휋.
Proof. If the filtration is infinite, by Th. 49 there are infinite number of steps 푄푖+1 = 푄푖[푚푝휔]and by Lem. 48 with each extension step the quipu is extended by at least a cycle. Hence, the
extension steps construct a quipu with arbitrarily large number of cycles. If there is a bound 퐵
on the number of cycles that can appear in푍1, then there is a bound on the number of backbonesthat can appear in 훼푄푖 . By Lem. 26, each backbone can have only finite number of proto-teeth,and therefore from each cycle in 푍1 there are only finite number of cycles in 푍2. This impliesthat the total number of cycles in 푄푖 is bounded, which is contradictory to the assumption thatthe number of steps in the filtration that add cycles to the quipu is not bounded. Hence, the
number of cycles that can appear in 푍1 of a quipu in 푄 is not bounded. By Def. 34, and theconstruction steps, each quipu is deterministic, hence from each vertex in 푄푖 there are at mostfour outgoing arcs (each arc per direction). The vertices of 푍0 in 푄푖 form a rooted tree with atmost four branches per vertex that can lead to arbitrarily number of leafs (cycles in 푍1). Hencethere must be푄푖 with a path 휋 in푍0 that is long enough, and a direction 푑 with arbitrarily largenumber of branches leading out of 휋 in direction 푑. Because 햽허헆(훼푄푖) ⊂ 햽허헆(훼푄푖+1), the lemmafollows.
The situation described in Lem. 55 implies that in case of an infinite filtration, there is a
path 휋 in the sequence of quipus that is part of 푍0, that can have arbitrarily many backbonesstarting on one of its sides. In order to facilitate our discussion is the lemmas that follow we
call such situation a pseudo-comb and investigate its properties. The proofs use the techniques
developed in Sect. 3, in particular co-grow and points of interest in an infinite path relative a
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periodic path. As observed with the main theorem, these properties imply that a confluent 
must have a finite filtration.
Definition 56 (pseudo-comb associated with a filtration). A pseudo-comb associated with the
filtration 푄 , 휇, is a pair (휋, {훽푖, 푚푖푝푖}푖∈ℕ) such that:
1. 휋 is an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥 starting at o, 훽푖 is an increasing sequence of integers and 푚푖푝휔푖are ultimately periodic free paths (0 ≤ 푖),
2. 휋 ∩ 휋훽푖 .푚푖푝휔푖 = {휋훽푖},
3. for all 푖 there is some 푘 such that the ultimately periodic path 휋J0,훽푖K.푚푖푝휔푖 belongs to 훼푄푘 ,and 햽허헆((휋훽푖 + ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푖).푝휔푖 ) belongs to 햼허헏햾헋푄푘(푍1).
A pseudo-comb is two-sided if there are infinitely many 휋훽푖 .푚푖푝휔푖 in each of the left and theright regions delimited by 휔푝0푚0 .휋J훽0,+∞K. Otherwise it is left-sided or right-sided dependingon which region contains infinitely many 휋훽푖 .푚푖푝휔푖 . A pair of pseudo-combs one being left-sidedand the other right-sided are called complementary.
Figure 17 depicts the general shape of (right-sided) pseudo-combs. A two-sided pseudo-
comb is depicted in Fig. 17b. Two complementary pseudo-combs are depicted in Fig. 17c.
o
휋
(a) right-sided
o
휋
(b) two-sided
o
휋휋′
(c) complementary
Figure 17: Pseudo-combs.
In the remaining discussion we consider all pseudo-combs to be associated with the fixed
filtration 푄 , and we will refer simply to pseudo-combs.We note that a comb can be a pseudo-comb if we set that 휋 is its back-bone and 푚푖푝휔푖 are itsteeth, however, a comb in 푄푘 whose domain includes points from 햼허헏햾헋푄푘(푍2) does not satisfythe condition 3 above and hence, is not a pseudo-comb.
Corollary 57. If the filtration 푄 is infinite, then there is a pseudo-comb that is not a comb for
any quipu in the filtration.
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Proof. The proof follows directly from Lem. 55 and the definition for pseudo-comb. The path
휋 cannot become ultimately periodic during this construction, because it would appear in the
ordered list of ultimately periodic paths and hence the quipu extension step would add 휋 as a
cycle outside zone 푍0.
Lemma 58. If the filtration 푄 is infinite, either there is a two-sided pseudo-comb or there are
two complementary pseudo-combs.
Proof. Suppose 푄 is infinite. Then the path 휋 of a pseudo-comb 휇 constructed in Lem. 55extends to an infinite path in 훼푚푎푥 by Koenig’s lemma. We observe that 휋 cannot be ultimatelyperiodic because at certain step it would appear as the least element in some 푃푘, and the ex-tension step for 푄푘 would add 휋 as a cycle outside 푍0. Suppose that the pseudo-comb 휇 isleft sided and 훽푗 is maximal such that the ultimately periodic path 휋훽푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 is in 훼푚푎푥 and theinterior of the right region of 휔푝푗푚푗 .휋훽푗 .휋J훽푗 ,+∞K has no other paths from the pseudo-comb 휇. Ifthere are no paths on the right side of 휋, we take 훽푗 = 훽0 where 휋훽0 .푚0푝휔0 is the first path onthe left side of the pseudo-comb 휇. There is 푄푖 in the filtration 푄 such that the domain of 훼푄푖contains 휋훽푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 . Then the right region of 휔푝푗푚푗 .휋훽푗 .휋J훽푗 ,+∞K and 휋훽푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 satisfy the condi-tions of Cor. 15 and hence, there is an ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥 in this region startingfrom a vertex in 휋 that finitely intersects 푄푖. Because the filtration is infinite, either 휇 cannothave finite number of ultimately periodic paths on the right of 휋, and it must be two sided, or
(in case 훽0 = 훽푗) 휇 can be extended to a right sided pseudo-comb.
By definition of pseudo-comb, all 휋훽푖 .푚푖푝휔푖 paths are disjoint (each such path is a backbonein 푍1 of some quipu in the filtration, and they are distinct cycles because they differ at 휋훽푖).Similarly as in Sect. 3, we define points of interest on the path 휋 of a given pseudo-comb, except
in this case we choose one of the periods of the backbones to play the role of the horizontal lines
in Fig. 7. One assumes that a bi-infinite periodic path 휔푝.퐴.푝휔 slides in one direction 푑, and if
휋 extends in a direction non-colinear to 푑, then there is an ‘end-point’ intersection between 휋
and a shifted bi-infinite path. This end-point of intersection becomes a point of interest for that
bi-infinite path. These points are chosen on 휋 such that every vertex in 휋 that follows from a
point of interest is in the non-causal part of that point. We define these points of interest more
precisely below.
Definition 59 (infinitely hit). Let 휇 = (휋, {훽푖, 푚푖, 푝푖}푖∈ℕ) be a pseudo-comb. For a period 푝 = 푝푖0(0 < 푖0) and a direction 푑 in 퐷 that is non colinear to 푝, and for each 푘 ∈ ℕ let 휋푑,푝(푘) be thebi-infinite periodic path 휔푝.(휋푖0 + ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푖0 + 푘푑).푝휔. The pseudo-comb 휇 is (푝, 푑)-infinitely hit ifthere is some 푘0 such that, for all 푘 > 푘0 there is 푗푘 and some 푞 ∈ 헋허헍(푝) such that:
1. 휋푗푘 .푞휔 ⊂ 휋푑,푝(푘) ,
2. 휋 ∩ 휋푗푘 .푞휔 = {휋푗푘}, and
3. 휋푗푘 .푞휔 and 휋훽푖0 .푚푖0푝휔푖0 belong to the same side of 휔푝0푚0 .휋J훽0,+∞K and there are infinitelymany 휋훽푖 .푚푖푝휔푖 on this side.
The path vertex 휋푗푘 is called a (푝, 푑)-point of interest at shift 푘.
Figure 18 depicts a situation of a path 휋 being (푝0,e)-infinitely hit. The other backbones aredrawn in dark grey. There is no intersection between the backbones, but they might intersect
any of the bi-infinite periodic shift (dotted) of 푝0.
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Figure 18: A (푝0,e)-infinitely hit right-sided pseudo-comb. The periodic paths parallel to 푝0 thathit the pseudo-comb are dotted, the other backbones with periods 푝1 and 푝2 are in grey.
With the following lemmas we observe that in an infinite filtration, there must be a pseudo-
comb that is infinitely hit.
Lemma 60. If a two-sided pseudo-comb 휇 has a backbone 푚푖푝휔푖 on the left side and 푚푗푝휔푗 on
the right side such that 푝푖 and 푝푗 are not colinear, then 휇 is infinitely hit.
Proof. Let 퐴 = 휋훽푖 + ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푖, 퐵 = 휋훽푗 + ⃖⃖⃖⃗푚푗 and let 푑 and 푑′ be directions that are not colinear to 푝푖,
푝푗 , respectively. Consider the bi-infinite shifts 훿푘 = 휔푝푖.(퐴 + 푘푑).푝휔푖 and 훾푘 = 휔푝푗 .(퐵 + 푘푑′).푝휔푗for all 푘 ∈ ℤ. Observe that the interior of the left region of 휔푝푖푚푖.휋J훽푖,훽푖′K.푚푖′푝휔푖′ where 휋훽푖′ .푚푖′푝휔푖′is a left backbone and 푖 < 푖′, contains only finite number of vertices from 휋. Hence for all
푘 ∈ J0, 훽푖′K, the shifted bi-infinite path 훿푘 either intersects 휋 at a ‘left most’ point satisfying theconditions 1. and 2. of Def. 59 or there is no intersection with 휋. The situation is symmetric on
the right with 푗 and 푗′, for 푗 < 푗′. If the ‘left most’ (or resp. ‘right most’) intersections always
exist with 훿푘 (or resp. 훾푘) for all 푘 > 0, then because 휇 is two sided, 휇 is (푝푖, 푑)-infinitely hit, (orresp. (푝푗 , 푑′)-infinitely hit). Otherwise there are 푘1 and 푘2 such that 휋 has no intersection with
훿푘1 and 훾푘2 . Since 푝푖 and 푝푗 are not colinear, 훿푘1 and 훾푘2 intersect; call that point 퐶 , and 휋 mustbe completely in one of the regions bounded by 훿푘1 and 훾푘2 . Now we can continue and consider
the shifts for 푘 ≤ 0 (which is equivalent to taking positive shifts in directions 푑 and 푑′). By
the symmetry of the argument, either 휇 is infinitely hit or there are 푘′1, 푘′2 < 0 such that 훿푘′1 and
훾푘′2 intersect at some point 퐷 and bound a region that contain 휋. But the latter is impossiblebecause 휔푝푖 .퐶.푝휔푗 and 휔푝푖 .퐷.푝휔푗 bound a finite parallelogram region which cannot contain theinfinite path 휋.
Corollary 61. If a two complementary pseudo-combs have one a backbone 푚푖푝휔푖 on the left
side, and the other a backbone 푚푗푝휔푗 on the right side such that 푝푖 and 푝푗 are not colinear, then
at least one of the pseudo-combs is infinitely hit.
Proof. Suppose the backbones of the two complementary pseudo-combs are attached to the
infinite paths 휋 and 휋′ with 휋 carying backbones on the left side and 휋′ on the right side.
Because these pseudo-combs are associated with the same filtration, from the tile where 휋 and
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휋′ become disjoint, they do not intersect further, nor do their backbones. The proof follows
similar lines to the one of Lem. 60.
Lemma 62. Every two sided pseudo-comb is infinitely hit.
휋
푚0
푚1
푝0
푝1
(a) beginning
휋
푚0
푚1 푚2
푝0
푝1 푝2
(b) impossible switch
휋
푚0
푚1
푚2
푚3
푝0
푝1
푝2
푝3 . . .
. . .
(c) necessary scheme
Figure 19: Co-linear but opposite directions on left and right.
Proof. Consider a two-sided pseudo-comb 휇. By Lem. 60, If there are non-colinear backbones,
then 휇 is infinitely hit. So we suppose that all backbones have colinear periods. Without loss of
generality we enumerate the backbones such that the periodic path 푝휔푘 is on the right side of 휋for even values of 푘 and it is on the left side of 휋 for odd values of 푘.
The situation when ⃖⃖⃗푝0 and ⃖⃖⃗푝1 are colinear in opposite directions is shown in Fig. 19a. If thereis a backbone 푝휔2푘 on the right side whose period displacement vector ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗푝2푘 is in opposite directionof ⃖⃖⃗푝0 (like 푝휔2 in Fig. 19b), then 휋 is bounded within a finite-width region delimited by 푝휔2푘−1 and
푝휔2푘 (as depicted in Fig. 19b with 푝휔1 and 푝휔2 ). This situation is impossible because every vertexin ℤ2 is covered by at most a single quipu vertex, but the finite-width region containing 휋 must
also be covered by arbitrarily high number of backbone cycles of the pseudo-comb. Therefore
every backbone on the right extends in the same direction as 푝휔0 and every backbone on the leftextends in the same direction as 푝휔1 . The situation is as in Fig. 19c. In this case, 휋 is infinitelyhit by both (푝0, 푑) and (푝1, 푑) for a direction 푑 not colinear to ⃖⃖⃗푝0 and ⃖⃖⃗푝1.Now consider the situation when all period vectors ⃖⃖⃖⃗푝푘 are colinear and in the same directionas depicted in Fig. 20. If there is a direction 푑 not colinear to 푝0 such that 휋 crosses 휔푝0.(휋푖0 +
푚푖0 + 푘푑).푝
휔
0 for any 푘 sufficiently large (say 푑 = e in Fig. 20), then the pseudo-comb is (푝0, 푑)-infinitely hit.
Finally we consider the case when 휋 extends infinitely between 휔푝0.(휋푖0 +푚푖0 +푘1푑).푝휔0 and
휔푝0.(휋푖0 + 푚푖0 + 푘2푑).푝
휔
0 for a direction 푑 not colinear to 푝0; that is in some finite-width ribbonas depicted in Fig. 20. If the extension of 휋 is in the same direction as ⃖⃖⃗푝0, the situation is similarto the one depicted in Fig. 19b, and we have already observed that it cannot occur in an infinite
filtration. Hence 휋 extends in direction colinear but opposite to ⃖⃖⃗푝0.
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Figure 20: Co-linear and same directions.
Starting from some 푗 the periodic parts of all backbones 푚푗′푝휔푗′ for 푗′ ≥ 푗 are ‘outside’ theribbon. Let 퐴 be in the first intersection of 휋훽푗 .푚푗 with 휔푝0.(휋푖0 + 푚푖0 + 푘2푑).푝휔0 . Let 푚′ be theprefix of 휋훽푗 .푚푗 joining 퐴. Now 휋, and 휋훽푗 .푚′푝0휔 satisfy the condition of Cor. 15 and there is
an ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥 inside the right region 휔푝0푚′.휋훽푗 .휋J훽푗 ,∞K. Let o.푛푟휔 be thispath, and because this path is inside the ribbon, it must be that 푟⃗ is colinear oppositely oriented
to ⃖⃖⃗푝0. Moreover, since every quipu extension푄푖 in the filtration푄 contains only finite numberof backbones of the pseudo-comb 휇, there is 푙 such that o.푛푟휔 appears as the minimal element
of 푃푙, and we have 푄푙 = 푄[푛푟휔]. But that implies that a backbone cycle with period colinear to
⃖⃖⃗푝0 is added to 휋 in direction opposite to ⃖⃖⃗푝0, obtaining a situation as in Fig. 19b which we alreadyobserved cannot appear.
Corollary 63. Every pseudo-comb is infinitely hit or has a complementary pseudo-comb in-
finitely hit.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lem. 62 can be shown that at least one pseudo-comb of a com-
plementary pair of pseudo-combs is infinitely hit.
7.4 The filtration 푄 is always finite
In the following lemma, we consider a pseudo-comb 휇 = (휋, {훽푖, 푚푖, 푝푖}푖∈ℕ) that is (푝푖, 푑)-infinitely hit, and without loss of generality we take that it is hit on the right side. We denote 휋훽푗with 퐶푗 . We concentrate on points of interest of 휋 that are in shifts between backbones, and weset (푝푖, 푑)-points of interest at shifts 푖푗 to be 휋푖푗 , where 퐶푗 is between 휋푖푗 and 휋푖푗+1 , possibly 퐶푗equal to 휋푖푗+1 . We denote with 휌푖푗 = 휋푖푗 .푞휔 the path that satisfies conditions 1. and 2. in Def. 59.We will use the technique of superimposing paths through co-growth as developed in Sect. 3.
Lemma 64. Unless 훼푚푎푥 is a grid, every 푝휔푗 (푗 > 푖) that is a backbone period corresponding to
퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 in the pseudo-comb 휇 is also a tooth of a comb in 훼푚푎푥.
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Figure 21: 훼푚푎푥 with infinite number of ultimately periodic paths.
Proof. Let 푗 > 푖, and let 휋푖푗 , 휋푖푗+1 be two points of interest such that 퐶푗 is between them in 휋.Because the cycles in the quipu corresponding to 푝휔푘 represent infinite non intersecting paths in
훼푚푎푥, by construction of quipu extension steps in the filtration 푄 , the backbones 퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 donot intersect 휌푖푗 for all 푗. Without loss of generality (up to rotation and symmetry) we assumethat the direction 푑 in which 휋 is infinitely hit is n. The situation is as depicted in Fig. 21b.
Let 푓 = 햼허햦헋허헐(휌푖푗 , 휋J푖푗 ,+∞K, 휌푖푗+1 , 휋J푖푗+1,+∞K). The two paths that are being superimposedwith the co-growth are in red and blue in Fig. 21b with ⊠ indicating the starting point of the
co-growth. Observe that the infinite path 휌푖푗+1 belongs to both right regions of 휌푖푗 .o.휋̂J푖푗 ,+∞Kand 휌푗+1 .o.휋̂J푖푗+1,+∞K, where 휋̂J푖푗 ,+∞K and 휋̂J푖푗+1,+∞K are free paths corresponding to the indicatedinfinite segments of 휋. By Lem. 3, 푓 is infinite.
The result of CoGrow, 푓 , takes the ‘right most’ turns of the two paths that are being super-
imposed and necessarily extends ‘northward’ crossing 퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 . Therefore the path 휋푖푗 .푓 has tointersect 퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 . Let 푓0 be the prefix of 푓 that leads 휋푖푗 to the first intersection (point 퐴1) with
퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 and 푙 the path that leads from 퐴1 to the cycle 푝휔푗 .The non-causal condition of Lem. 13 is satisfied, and due to confluence, 푓 is a path in 훼푚푎푥from both 휋푖푗 and 휋푖푗+1 . Furthermore, both paths 휋푖푗 .푓0푙푝휔푗 and 휋푖푗+1 .푓0푙푝휔푗 exist in 훼푚푎푥. Onebeing a shift from the other in direction non colinear to ⃖⃖⃗푝푖, these two paths are not intersecting.Hence, in 훼푚푎푥 there are two ultimately periodic paths with the same period, 푝푗 , connected by apath.
Let 퐴2 be the end vertex of the path 휋푖푗+1 .푓0. Except meeting at points 퐴1 and 퐴2, the
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following paths are disjoint in 훼푚푎푥:
(a) 휋J0,푖푗−1K푓0 (ends in 퐴1),
(b) 퐴1.푙′푟푓0 (ends in 퐴2, 푙′ is the segment of 퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔 from 퐶푗 to 퐴1, and 푟 is the segment of 휋from 퐶푗 to 휋푖푗+1),
(c) 퐴1.푙.푝휔푗 , and
(d) 퐴2.푙.푝휔푗 .
Now consider 푔 = 햼허햦헋허헐(휔푝푗 푙, 푙′푟푓0푙푝휔푗 , 휔푝푗 푙, 푓0휋J푖푗+1,+∞K)which co-grows paths with thesame backward infinite paths, the reverse complement of paths c and d. The bi-infinite paths
in co-grow are shown in red and blue respectively in Fig. 21c. The right regions of both paths
contain o.푙′′푝휔푗 so by Lem. 3, 푔 is infinite.
The path 푙′.퐴1 is in 헇허헇_햼햺헎헌햺헅(퐴1) because퐴1 can be reached though 푓0. The path퐴1.푓0 isnot part of the right region of 휔푝푗 푙.퐴1.푙′푟푓0푙푝휔푗 . By the definition of co growth, it follows that no
part of 푓0 can be part of 푔. Although the non-causal condition of Lem. 13 does not completelyhold (because 푓0 could be in the causal part of 퐴2 and is in the second forward infinite pathin CoGrow) the two paths can still co-grow in 훼푚푎푥 because 푓0 is in the left region of the firstbi-infinite part (depicted in blue) and the co-growth of the two paths cannot take that route. The
interior of the two right regions are entirely in the non-causal parts of 퐴1 and 퐴2. The start of
푔 must follow 푙′.
Similarly to 푓 , the co-growth 푔 necessarily goes ‘northward’ and because 푝휔푗 is right most(compared to 휋) the co-growth 푔 ends with 푝휔푗 . The path 퐴1.푔 has to intersect with 퐴2.푙푝휔푗 afterpossibly a finite prefix of 푙. Let 퐵2 be the first intersection of 푔 with 퐴2.푙푝휔푗 , and let 푔0 the prefix
of 푔 such that 퐴1 + ⃖⃖⃗푔0 = 퐵2. Let 푛′ be the prefix of 푙 such that 퐴2 + ⃖⃖⃗푛′ = 퐵2 and let 푛′′ be such
that 푙 = 푛′푛′′. Let 퐵1 = 퐴1 + ⃖⃖⃗푛′.Consider the free path 푞 = 푛′푔0. Then 푞2 is a free path (not a walk) because the onlyintersection between 퐵1.푞 and 퐵2.푞 is 퐵2 and 퐵2 = 퐵1 + ⃖⃗푞. By Lem. 1, 푞휔 is also a free pathand due to confluence 퐵1.푞휔 belongs to 훼푚푎푥.Therefore the infinite ultimately periodic path 휋′ = 휋J0,푖푗−1K푓0푔0푞휔 belongs to 훼푚푎푥. More-over, the path has 푛′′푝휔푗 as a tooth at each period. So 휋′ has a backbone 푞휔 of a comb (with teeth
푝휔푗 ).
Theorem 65. For every confluent  such that 훼푚푎푥 is infinite, the quipu filtration 푄 is finite.
It ends either with 푄[grid] or with 푄[halt].
Proof. Consider a set of comb representatives  for 훼푚푎푥. When  is finite, by Lem. 54 thereis a 푗 such that 햽허헆(푄푗) contains a set of comb representatives. If for all 푖, 푃푖 ≠ ∅, then forall 푘 > 푗 the quipu 푄푘 is extended with backbone cycles of toothless combs. Hence there is apseudo-comb 휇 in 훼푚푎푥 associated to this filtration such that all backbones starting from somepoint are toothless.
But then, by Cor. 63 휇 is infinitely hit, and by Lem. 64, for sufficiently large 푘, there are
points of interest on the path 휋 indicating that there is푄푘 (푘 > 푗) that has a backbone of a combwith teeth added in 푄푘 that is not present in 푄푗 . This is a contradiction to the assumption that
훼푚푎푥 has a finite set of comb representatives.
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So, if  is finite, there is 푘 > 푗 such that 푃푘 = ∅. By Th. 49, the filtration 푄 stops in finitenumber of steps with 푄[halt].
If  is infinite, then the set of paths 퐶푗 .푚푗푝휔푗 within Lem. 64 contains backbones with teeth,hence the analysis in the proof of Lem. 64 is done on a comb with a backbone 푝휔푗 with teeth. Theanalysis shows a comb whose one tooth 푝휔푗 is a backbone of another comb with teeth. Since thiswould introduce an intersection arbitrarily away in the periodic parts of the teeth, by Lem. 31,
훼푚푎푥 is a grid and by Lem. 51 its filtration is finite.
We point out that the proof of the above theorem implies that when 훼푚푎푥 is infinite, either
훼푚푎푥 is a grid or it has a finite set of comb representatives.
Corollary 66. Confluent temperature 1 TAS has no universal computational power.
Proof. By Th. 65 for every confluent temperature 1 TAS  , either 훼푚푎푥 is a grid or there is aquipu 푄 such that 햽허헆(훼푄) = 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥). Moreover, the brute force build-up of 푄 is alwaysfinite. Given  , the construction of푄 has the following steps (suppose  has at least two tiles):
1. Start with 푄 = {푟} and consider the next 푚푝휔 in the ordered list, starting with a single
symbol 푚 and a single symbol 푝.
2. Check whether there exist a 푄-vertex 푥 and 푑 ∈ 퐷 such that 햼허헏햾헋(푄) + 푑 ⊈ 햼허헏햾헋(푄)
and there is 푡, a tile type in 푇 , whose glue on 푑 side equals the glue 휂(푥)푑 . If no, halt.
3. Check (test the tiles) whether o.푚푝|푚| is an assembly in 훼푚푎푥. The repetition of 푝 is done|푚| times so that the period exits possible blocking by 푚. If this is the case, then by
Lem. 1, o.푚푝휔 is in 훼푚푎푥. If no, continue with step 6.
4. Check whether inserting 푚푝휔 to 훼푄 detects a grid (condition 3 and Lem. 51).
5. If not, check whether 햽허헆(o.푚푝휔) ∩ 햽허헆(훼푄) is finite. Because both sets 햽허헆(o.푚푝휔)and 햽허헆(훼푄) are semi-linear, the intersection is computable. If the intersection is finite,extend 푄 to 푄[푚푝휔].
6. Add all possible decorations of length < |푚|+ |푝| (extend푄 to푄[푟] with every free path
푟 such that |푟| < |푚| + |푝| and o.푟 ∈ 훼푚푎푥).
7. Consider the next possible 푚푝휔 in the ordered list and start from step 2.
The construction intermittently adds finite decorations between cycle additions in 푄. This en-
sures that 푄 ends with only 푍0 when 훼푚푎푥 is finite. The decorations and cycle additions areadded in parallel to ensure the end of quipu construction. By Th. 49 and Th. 65 the process
must stop because when 훼푚푎푥 is infinite it is either a grid, or it has a finite set of comb repre-sentatives. Therefore, if any computation can be encoded within 훼푚푎푥, because the 햽허헆(훼푚푎푥)can be effectively described with semi-linear sets as 햽허헆(훼푄), presence (or absence) of a tile,or of some sub-structure within 훼푚푎푥, can be decided. Hence a computation with undecidablequestion cannot be encoded within 훼푚푎푥.
Example 67. Consider the TAS  in Example 9 depicted in Fig. 2. We can order the directions
퐷 such that s < e < w < n. The quipu build-up, depicted in Fig. 22 starts with 푄0 = {푟}. Thesymbol n is not in any ultimately periodic path (the tiles are reached by s first and 퐶 , and퐷, do
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Figure 22: A build-up of a quipu for TAS  from Example 9. (a) 푄0, (b) 푄1 = 푄0[ss휔],(c)
푄2 = 푄1[se휔], (d) 푄3 = 푄1[sw휔], (e) 푄4 = 푄3[ses휔], (f) 푄5 = 푄4[sws휔], (g) 푄6 = 푄5[sees휔]
not have glues east and west. First we consider the path ss휔 and 푄1 = 푄[ss휔], Fig. 22(b). Thetransient part of o.ss휔 in 훼푚푎푥 consists of edge labeled s with endpoints labeled 퐴 and 퐶 . Thecycle 퐶s is the loop (퐶,퐶).In order of appearance of the next cycles are se휔, and sw휔 giving extensions 푄2 = 푄1[se휔],and 푄3 = 푄1[sw휔]. Note that in order to get 푄3 the cycle 퐴e퐵e퐴 must be unrolled. Because
s(se)휔, sse휔 and s(es)휔 are not in 훼푚푎푥 (similarly with using w instead of e) the next path toconsider is ses휔. Only one vertex in 푄3 corresponds to an end of a path in 훼푚푎푥 with label se.This is vertex labeled with 퐵 (reached from the root by traveling se). Hence, 푄4 = 푄3[ses휔],and similarly 푄5 = 푄4[sws휔]. The next cycles in the order are sees휔 and swws휔, hence 푄6 =
푄5[sees휔] and 푄7 is the quipu in Fig. 3. The process stops because no other tile can be added.
8 Conclusion
The notion of para-periodicity can be considered in all aTAM systems. We showed that every
confluent (deterministic) temperature 1 TAS  is para-periodic. In this proof we used notions
of ‘left’ and ‘right’ regions of a bi-infinite path. Being in two dimensions, the Jordan curve
theorem ensures that a bi-infinite path divides the plane in two regions. In our case, the regions
are connected subgraphs of ℤ2 and both regions contain the path itself. The notions of left and
right of a path are also used inMeunier and Regnault (2016); Meunier and woods (2017), except
in our case the paths are bi-infinite and are not necessarily part of 훼푚푎푥. The other tool developedfor the proof is the co-grow of two paths, which is a superposition of the two paths that takes
the right most turns of the two paths. This tool provided a way to identify, or construct, an
ultimately periodic path in 훼푚푎푥. In order to co-grow two paths we relied on the confluence ofthe system.
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Figure 23: Example of a union of combs.
It may be of interest to characterize para-periodic systems that are not necessarily conflu-
ent, nor at temperature 1, or even in higher dimensions. The co-grow can be applied in any
confluent two-dimensional system. We believe that the para-periodicity is not decidable in non-
confluent systems, following the result of undecidability of growing infinite ribbons Adleman
et al. (2002a). Characterizing para-periodic temperature 2 systems might be of interest. Conflu-
ent temperature 2 systems may not be para-periodic (e.g. Patitz and Summers (2010)), however,
it would be quite interesting if para-periodic temperature 2 systems (confluent or not) exhibit
terminal structures different than grids or combs.
We identified two basic structures that an infinite 훼푚푎푥 can have, a grid, or a finite unionof combs. These two structures were identified also in Doty et al. (2011) where the authors
discussed the pumpability of paths. The notion of para-periodic (that is, the existence of an
ultimate periodic path, rather than pumpability of the path itself) allowed us to distance ourselves
from discussing one specific path within 훼푚푎푥, and to concentrate on the structure of the wholeassembly. We observe that if 훼푚푎푥 is not a grid, then every infinite path is pumpable (as it is partof a comb). We believe this to be the case for the grid as well, although we do not focus on that
here. Hence, in the case of a finite union of combs, we have that every infinite path is pumpable,
i.e., the domain of 훼푚푎푥 is semi-linear. Moreover, grids, by definition are semi-linear, hence all
훼푚푎푥 of confluent temperature 1 systems are semi-linear sets.The proof that confluent temperature 1 systems do not have universal computational power
follows from the construction of a finite quipu for every terminal maximal assembly in such
systems. Quipu is a specific automaton associated with a given 훼푚푎푥 that contains a cycle forevery ultimately periodic path. It has a tree like structure such that each leaf is either a cycle or
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an end of a path such that 훼푚푎푥 is the union of all paths generated by the quipu. The finitenessof the quipu construction implies that temperature 1 TAS  cannot have universal computing
power, because otherwise, something about its maximal quipu should not be decidable (Cor. 66).
The quipu associated with 훼푚푎푥 is obtained in a constructive way. Since  is para-periodic, westart by adding a cycle to the quipu that corresponds to the shortest length transient and periodic
part of a path. The quipu extension step is algorithmic. At each stage, the quipu is finite, and
the set of paths in ℤ2 that are generated by the quipu is a union of semi-linear sets. Hence, the
intersection of any new path with paths generated by the existent quipu can be computed. The
next ultimately-periodic path from 훼푚푎푥 to incorporate within the quipu is obtained by breadthfirst search on the length of the transient and periodic parts of the path. In order to use the
breadth first search, at every step we also include all of the decorations in 훼푚푎푥 and keep trackof their locations in ℤ2. We show that this process necessarily stops, hence the quipu is finite.
If at any time during the process it is identified that the conditions for a grid are satisfied, the
construction of the quipu stops and we conclude that 훼푚푎푥 is a grid. If a characterization ofpara-periodic temperature 2 confluent systems can be obtained, the concept of quipu may be
generalized to capture the terminal maximal assemblies in these systems as well.
It will be of interest to see whether the construction of the quipu and the process of breadth
first search can lead to an algorithm to determine whether a TAS  is confluent at temperature
1. It is clear that this is not decidable if TAS is in three dimensions, because such systems
have universal computing power Cook et al. (2011). However, the nice and relatively simple
structures that 훼푚푎푥 can achieve, may lead to decidability in two dimensions.
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